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Abstract

In Newfoundland and Ubrador. the Deplrtmtnt ofJustice contracts with a
convnunity.ba.sed agency to provide counselling services to offenden. The standards for
the proviJion of these services require that these group counsdling programs be co-Ied by
a mixed gender team of counsellors.
The site contract:ed to deliver these services has an organizational structure based

on the learning organization model (Smge., 1990). This thesis was a cue study. using a
colbbontive action resurch design. It had two purposes: first, it was intended as a
profeuional devdopment initiative as the participants sought to find new ways ofworking
in mixed·gender teams; secondly. it describes the influences of the learning organization
model on mixed-gender co-leadership, with a specific focus on the discipline of team
learning.
Six panicipants. two males and four females. voluntarily panicipated for a sixteen
week period. Audio tape recordings of clinicaJ meetings and stimulated recall sesstoftS, as
weu as puticipant journals. were used to gather qualitative data 10 answer two researd1
questions. The first was: How does learning occur in mixed gender co-leadenhip teams
used in group programs? The second

wu: What assists and distracts from the mixed·

gender teams working through iuues to prepare for co-leading group programs for male
batleren and $eX offenders?

The fmdings indiate that ~Uaborative action research and the discipline oftearn
leaming facilitated the panidpanu worIring through personal and emotional issues to

prepare for aHeading these group programs. lmponant processes identified by the
participants were summarized to desaibe bow their iumins ocaund. FKton that were

identified as asslstinB and distrKting from worlring through i$sues to prepuc for these
groups are also discussed.
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CBAPTERONE
INTRODUCTION

In Newfoundland and Labrador, when sex offenders and male balterm are
convicted in the courts, their sentence often includes a condition mandating they receive
counselling when they are returned to the COnvltUrrity. The Government of Newfoundland
and labrador, Department of Justice, contracted with the John Howard Society of
Newf~1and., a

non.profit community bued agency, to provide these counselling

services. The counselling programs for the5e offenders referred by the Department of
Justke are delivered by a direct terVice progmn of the John Howard Society (hereafter
referred 10 as the site). In 1999, the site was required, for the fint time, to deliver sex
offender and male banner ....oup counselling programs, with eight to len offenders in each
group. The counselling progrants are designed to decrease the risk that these clients will
re-offend.
To prepare for the delivery of the group COWlselling programs at the site,
guidefiDCS were adopted from lhe National Standards (Cyr, 1994) set by the Correctional
Sefvice of Canada (eSC). Rebant to how these programs are 10 be administered, Cyr
(1994) states that Mgroup programs faci1itated by a male and a fema1e team have a better
potential to effect change in clients, modelling appropriate male-female interaction" (p.
11).

The most recent national standards (CSC, 2000) stipulate that group programs
for sex: offenders and male batterers must be COoled by a mixed gender team. Co--

leadership is widely used and recommended in the practice ofgroup rowudling wilh
offenders ~ 1997). However, aulhors and researchers agree lhat the group programs
will only function as well as !he co-leaders work togelbel' (Corey, 1995; Kahn., 1991;
Valont, 1985).
Nosko and Wallace (1997) argue that it is important for mixed-gender coleadership teams to effectively use ilSdf in this model ofinstnJetion. With male violent
offenders, the ro-Ieaders must understand the characteristia of Ihese male diems. These
men have alrudy demonstrated wt!hey believe they lave the right to control women and

children through the use offorce by engaging in physically Of sexually violent acts. To
effectively co-lead these groups, there must be a balancing of the activity of the co-leaders
which models gender equality and stilus, demonsuatiJlg mutual respect (paulson,
Burroughs & Gelb. 1916). Slarak (1982) fmds that there must be an openneS$to problem
rC50]ution "not determined by ascribed gender status" (p.II). This modelling of
appropriate male-female interaction used in co-leading!he group can then complement the
progJUl content and CWTiculum.
Based on my experience, these clients have I tendency to enact the problems they
are having with power and control issues with the fema.le co-leader. They project their
beliefs about the role of women and children in society, in relation to men, onto the female
co-leader and the male co-leader's interaction with her. It is here that the dynamics of
abuse are played out in the group program. The clients' gender-based assumptions
regarding male rights ofdominance need to be challenged by the co-Ieaders, and lbe issues

ofoppression and hierarchical control roost be raised with the clients. This implies that the
co-Itad~'s ability

10 effect dwtge in the belief systems oftbese men, aU ofwhom have

criminal beliefs associated with pow~ and

contro~

is dependant upon the co-leaders

having resolved these issues themselves (Salvendy, 1985). If the co-leaders have not
challenged and resolved their own beliefs about gender roles, and power and control
iS5U6, lhen there aists the possibility that they may modd inappropriate male-female

interaction to the clients while co-Iuding the group.
8.lckp'oaad 10 11M: SIIldy

To prepare for delivery of these progmns, the staffat the site had identified their
need for profe53:ional development initiatives and an organizational structure aimed at
improving Iheir mixed gender co.leadenhip sIdIls and abilities in group programs for male
violent offenders. As directoroflhis program, I am responsible for planning, organiting,
directing, supervising and administering a rehabilitative program for offenders (See Job
Description, Appendix A). Since it is my responsibility to help staff meet. the needs they
have identified, I began expk>ring the usefulness of the strategies and tools ofthe 'learning
organization' ( Senge, 1990) as a means to address staffs' identified needs. Irthe site was
to become such an organization, staff membcn needed to become a community of
interdependent learners who could learn to grow and work together for the larger
purposes of the organization. The possibility oftransfonning the site into a lwning
organization was explored with the staff. The initial seages of this journey to become a
learning organization involved the purchasing and distribution to the site staff of a copy of

1M Fifth Disciplitre: The An and Practice ofthe Learning OrganimtiOll (Senge. 1990).
From reading this text, we then realized thalIa devtJop as a learning organization we had
to de'vdop five capacities called disciplines, a discipline being defined as Mil body oftheoty
and technique that they must study and master to be put into practice" (Senge, 1990 p.IO~
These core: disciplines are personal mastery, mental models, shared vision, team learning

and systems thinking. The fifth discipline, systems thinlcing, is seen by Senge (1990) as the
cornerstone of change.
Each of the five disciplines of the learning organization hold some promise in
addressing the professional development and orglUlizationaJ needs previously identified by
the staff. The first discipline is personal mastery. 11 is ill prerequisite to the necessary
change that must take place for each staff member because presumably, organizations only
Ievn when individual staff members learn. The staff were encouraged and supported in

their effons 10 lcam new ways of working together and to lake responsibility for their own
leaming.
The discipline of mental models postulates that our assumptions and limited ways

oflooking at the world shape and inOuence our behaviour. These mental moods are
limited by the experience of the individual and need to be examined introspeclively. Staff
therefore began to examine these models which predominate our thinking. in order to
change Ihe beliefs that influence the way all the staff work together in mixed gender co·
leadership of the group counselling programs. For example, some of the literature from
the COrTectionai Service of Canada. uses the words "ro-lcadership" and "co·facilitation"

inlerchangeably, to describe lhe role ohhe group leaden. uch staff member had
atlacbed different meanings to the words "leadership· and ..facilitation" and a common
approach to leading groups would be difficult without exploring their menllJ models.
Shared vision is the third discipline needed. A common sense of purpose is created
when a. personal vision is truslllcd into a. coUeclive framework supported by. set of
processes tRat allow this to happen. 1be co-lea.ders must operate from the same
theoretica.l perspective in the group sessions and have a. shared understanding ofhow these
offenders gel their need for poWU" and control met Uv"ough the use of physica.l,
psyckological, emotional and sexual abuse of their victims. Only through a shared vision
can the co-leaders begin to help the clients crilica.lly identify the beliefs that give them
pennission to get their n«ds for power and control in their lives met through the
victimization of women and children.
The foonh discipline, team learning, requires honesl, open dialogue. This can allow
the mixed gender co-lcaders at the sile to suspend their assumptions about gender roles
and think together for lhe betterment ofthemsdves, the clients and the learning

organization. The staff viewed themselves as a miaocosm of bow men and women are to
relate 10 each other. To become a leaming organiution, team co-leaders had to become
profK:ient in learning from each other.
Systems thinking is the fifth discipline that Ihe staff attempted to master in the
process ofbet:oming a learning organization. Senge (1990) describes it as "the discipline
for seeing wholes" (p.69). It is a discipline that focuses on interrelationships. not things,

and on pauemsofchange, not events, in the life of the organization. It is the art ofseeing
the big picture. ~ther lh&n only the parts.
lsucson and Bamberg (1992) contend that it is critteaJ 10 consider all five

disciplines togctbc:r to improve the quality of educational experiences. However, this
study will spec;:~ focus on the discipline of team learning for lhe sile staff a.s they
prepare for mixed gender co-leadership ofthe group programs. Since Senge himself
points out thai all the disciplines overlap, there will be some discussion throughout this
study on all five disciplines. When this study began, all five disciplines oftke learning
organization (Senge, 1990) were being practised at the site.

In The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of1M Learning O'gan;:alion
(Senge, 1990),lwning organizations are defined u "organizations where people
continuaUy expand thrir capacity 10 create the results they truly desire, where new and
expansive patterns of thinJcing are nurtured, where collective upir1.tion is set free and
where people are continually learning how to learn together" (p.l). The extensive
dialogue that would happen at the site about how the stafffdt in using the mixed gender
co-leadership model would raise many sensitive, personal and emotional issues f(W the sile
staff It became evident 10 us all that there needed to be a restructuring ofthe

organization 10 create a safe, trusting environment were staff could learn 10 truly
collaborate.
A growing number oflheorists (e.g., Osborne & Gaebler, 1992) comend that the
public seclor has much to learn from the innovations of the "learning organization" that

are helping businesses to adapt to the new climate ofc.hange. Fullan (1993) adds that
leaden., in any clw1ge effort, need to place prinwy importance on the norms. skills and
beliefs ofthose involved in the learning process. The CWTetlt norms. slrills and beliefs of
each staff member are potential obstacles for mixed gender co-lcadership in the mal::
batterer and sell: offender group programs at the site. Because ofthis potential problem.
we viewed the disciplines IS holding some promise as we explored these vtty imponant
issues.
Comp~

issues needed to be raised and discussed because it was important for all

the staff to consider male violence IS put ofa complex psychological. sociu, political and
economic system (Burbach & CrOCkett, 1994). These forces in Nonh American society
drive the unequal opponunities and status for women. It is theorised that these forces
contribute to male violence towards women and children. Since these forces also playa
role in the lives of each of the program staff, unresolved gender issues, coupled with the
complex forces of socialization, have been identified by the staff as the reason the
organization must provide a safe environment for them to work through these: issues.
The focus ofthis study is not on the group program interventions but on the
discipline oftearn learning. However, a briefdiscussion ofsome ofthe theoretical
approaches used in group counselling is warranted. The cognitive behavioural approach
used in the group programs arc based primarily on sociallcaming theory (Bandura, 1986).
Pro·feminist approaches (Holmes, 1990) are also incorporated into the program's
philosophy at the site, in keeping with the national standards for sex: offender ud male

batterer programs. The majority of progranu in other countries aimed at child abusers and
male batterers are also based on these theories (pence, 1988; Pence, 1991; Rusinoff, 1990;
Van DieteR, 1992). For example, The Correctional Service Canada (2000) states:
Cognitive behavioural therapy for offenders in these programs
is based on the principle that an individual's Ihoughts,
attitudes, and beliefs about a situation, evenl or irlleraction
largely determines how the individual experiences emotions
and the behaviour that person exhibits in that situation, event,
or interaction. (p. 176)
Socialleaming theory submits that behaviour is learned through a combination of
positive and negative reinforcement and modelling (Appleford, 1989; Bandura, 1986;
Eisikovlts & Edelson, 1989). Pro-feminist theory contends that male batterers and male
sex offenders are responsible for their own behaviour toward their victims, and that the
use ofviolent or abusive behaviours involves a choice to intentionaUy act 10 gain power
and control over their victims (Adams, 1988). A thorough understanding of these theories
and then learning to model appropriate male-female interaction became central to the
work of preparing for mixed gender co~leadership of violent offender programs. To
accomplish this task, it was recognized by all that we had to challenge each other to work
together in a new way.
Stale..enl or Ihe Problem

A number of studies identify mixed gender co-leadership for sex offender and male
balterers groups as the preferred method of group co-leadership (Adams, 1988;
Browning, 1984; National Clearinghouse on Family Violence, 1989; Pence & Paymar,

(986). These researchers contend that both genders represemed in the team must be able
to demonstrate humility and a willingness to consider the views of the other, which may
not correspond with their own. Additionally, effective co-leaders must be able to model
appropriate man-woman interactions with the clients in the group programs.
Discomfort with mixed gender co-leadership has been discussed in the literature
(e.g., Nelson, 1993). The discomfort with this model of group instruction often begins
when one of the co-leaders inadvertently colludes with the clients in the program by
allowing a racist or sexist remark to go unchallenged. Confronting issues of sexism and
racism is impossible ifthe co-leaders have not first examined their own attitudes and
beliefs on these issues. Additionally, due to the violent nature of these clients' offences,
one or more of the co-leadership team may get their own needs for power and control met
at the expense of the clients by constantly confronting thc c1iem on issucs ofdenial or
minimization.
Based upon my experience in providing direct services for sex offenders and male
batterers, it was my belief that the tools and strategies of me learning organization would
assist aU the staffin their group leadership efforts with these two offender populations.
These tools and strategies are outlined in this study.
The five disciplines of the learning organization were believed to be able to provide
a foundation for changing the way mixed gender co-leaders work together in the male
batterer and sex offender programs at the site for this research. Specifically, the discipline
of team learning was explored as staffdiscovered how to professionally develop for mixed

10

gender co-leadership ofa sex offender and a male batterer group counselling program.
Therefore, extmndy sensitive and personal iS5Lle5 needed to be openly di.scussed
and dUplayed.. The sWfbelieve:l thit a typ1caJ hierarchical orgarUatioral stlUctutc would

not (OSIer an open atmosphere DC'CeSAl)' for this work. Fear of repercussions from 'the
boss' could potcotially blodt dUclosures from .staff on rdevant issues to mixed gender coleadership. I had to consider what coukl be done at the organiutionallevd to assist staff

working through personal and emotional issues associated with Clrleading these
programs.
Purpose of the Study

The use of mixed gender co-leadcrship teams in group counselling programs for
offenders is a stipub.tcd treatment requirement set by The Correctional Service of Canada
(2000). In doing a search for literature on mixed gender c;o.leadership, I noticed a
significant gap in the research 00 how the teams learn to use themselves dfeaively.
Another gap was 1M1 very little attention had been paid to the evolution of «J.teadership

teams and even less attention had betn paid to the impact of gender dyrwnics within
mixed gender co-leadmhip teams (Noska & Wallace, 1997).
A comprehensive review oflhe literature on mixed gender co-leadership revealed
that the most recent summary orlhe research within this area

was conducted by Cooper

(1994). She reviewed recent literature on thosc working with SClt offenders and found
limited research on the topic of mix.ed gender co-leadership. This provided funher
rationale for conducling this research. Plyer, Wooley, and Anderwn (1m) conducted a

II

survey with service providen 10 incest perpetrators. They found that almost 75 pcn:c:nlof
the respondents reported thAt thc:ir Agency had no specific training program and more than
SO percent said there

was no ongoing training. Weeks, Pdktjer and BalJdetlc (1992)

conducted a survey on those currently working with sex olfc:nden and found only 12
percent oftbe respondtnu felt their training 10 be adequate to work with sex offenders

and 68 percent wanted mort tntining. It was intended that this research would also be
part of a profes5ional development program for all tbe site staff as we sought to find new
ways of working together.
As director of the programs at the site. another one of my duties is to work with

each employee to addreu professional growth areas tbal they have identified that relate to
program delivery. My duties also involve "researching and identifying psycho-social
trends, deveJoping and implementing programs and policies, developing and imp1cmenl"g
programs" (Job Description. Appendix A). My responsibilities include providing; direction
10 the staff and the program bued on current research for the delivery ofdirect group
counsdling services 10 clients. With the staff, my responsibilities also include providing
and creating opponunities for staff training and development. I saw tonducting this

research at this site as the first step in my response to the staffs' request for processes and
an environment that would support activities intended to improve their skills and abilities
in co-leading group programs for male violent offenders.
The organizational framework ofthe site became highly interactive. Some key
statements contained in the policy and procedures "Organizational Framework" (See
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Appendix B) are worthy ofanention: '"'The staff are empowa-ed to col1abo~te and make
self-regulation. shared responsibility" and "The director and staff are putnen in creatirlg
• vision for the site and atticuJating lbc direction of organizational d!angc". These

examples indicated thIt the site would be an appropriale site for coIlabora1ive action
research since team learning was being dcmonstnted by the site staff.
Rtstan:tI Qaestio.s

This study ventured to find answers to the foUowing research questions:
I. How does learning occur in mixed gender co·leadenhip learns used in group programs
at the site?

2. What assists and distracts from the mixed gender tams working through issues 10

prepare for leading a group of male batlerers and sex offenders?
KeyTa.s

CODSftUIIS: As defined in the policy and procedures manual at the site: ( Procedure for
Change, Appendix q"a11 staffbdieve and ..gree that

their~tral

themes and ideas hive

been included."
M.&t batlenr: In this study, a male batterer is a mile offender with. conviction foc

assault or uttering threals against his female panner. He tw received a provincial
sentence ofless than two years incarceration and has been mandalcd by the ccuns to
attend the group program at the site as a condition of his court order. His violent

behaviour toward his remale partner has been documented and is indicative or aiminaJ
issues associated with power and control.

IJ

Sa Ofrtedu: In lhis study, sex offender refers only to & nale convicted ofa sexual
offence against children. He has received" provincW sentence orless than two yean
inc;ar«ntion. The couru Iv.ve mandated tIw he attend and participate in a group
progmn at the site, as p&rt orm sentence. The crime is typically the fondling ofa male

or female child inJide his or her clothes. or an invitation to sexual touching. These clients
are theorized to have sexualized their need for power and control in their lives.
Group Program: A counselling intervention based on cognitive-bchavioural principles

delivered to eight 10 len clients in a group format, all sealed in a circle in a classroom type
setting. These programs atC led by a mixed gender co.lc:adership te;un,
Miltd Gtndn' Co-lucknbip: The use of a group instruction strategy whereby a male

and female staff member collaborate as I team to deliver the program curriculum and to
facilitale the learning and cognitive restJUauring processes.
Pro-r,.iDist Prot..... Appro_d.: An. approach to male violence grounded in feminist
theory. II asserts dw abwe stems from gender based

powa'"

imbalances. Interventions in

lhe group program aim to help the male offenders recognize and Qlte resp<)Il$l.Dility fOf

their abusive Dehaviour (Gerlock, 1971). The program is aimed at lhe identification ofttle
offenders methods of control and domination.. the effea.s of violence and an examination
of the beliefs underlying sexist and violent behaviour. Olfenders are introduced to
alternative beliefs, actions and behaviours that are not at the expense of women a.,d
children.
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U.ilatio_s of lile SC.dy

Since this is a case study, the finding5 are not transferable to other environments
that deliver programs using mixed gender co-leadership in group programs for male

violent offenders. However, particular strategies and practices implemented in the action
phase oCtile research can have specific relevance for training mixed gender co-leadcrs
preparing to co-lead group programs for conv;cted sex olfenders and male bltterm. The
richness of the ca.se study data win allow readers doing work in similar settings to
determine the implications of the findings for lhemselves. This case study was carried out
primarily because I had an intrinsic interest in what h1ppens in the group programs at the
site. Addit)onally. 1 was interested in how the orgattiution could suppon the coleadership tcams so they could use themselves effectively in co-leading the groups. This
case study therefore. develops its own issues, contc,,;(s and interpretations, its own 'thick
description' of what it means to be an effective co- leadership team.
This research endeavour was in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the
degree Master of Education. The staff members were aware that I eN"oUed in this
program and that I would be required to complete. thesis. Throughout 1999 md 2000, I
had been corrununicating with the program staff some ohhe ideas I bad for a thesis. They
were aware of my personal interest in using mixed gender co-leadership effectively and my
support for staff professional development initialives.
At the sile I am their boss. I am ultimately responsible for Ihe service to the
clients., staff evaluation, professional development, hiring, promolions and disciplinary
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action if necessary. The organizational structure however, according to our revised policy
and procedures. as well as in practice, is non-hierarchical
The staff volunteered to participate in the study, but I must recognize lUI they

knew how important this research was to me per50naUy and professionaUy. For example,

prior to the deadline for their consent to participate, a potential participant in this research

asked me in a staff meeting on the morning ofJune 2, 2000 "What will happen if one of us
does not consent to parucipale?" I infonned the panicipant that the matter would be
discussed with my thesis supervisor at Memorial University of Newfoundland, Dr. Jean
Brown. This indicated to me that at least one ofthe potential panicipants was concerned
about the consequence to me if the study did not proceed. This concern may have

influenced her, or the other staffs decision to participate.
When I was hired as the director of the program. as a condition of my
employment, Ihe executive director of The John Howard Society requested till! I
complete a Master's level degree in a discipline of my choice, that focuses on
administration. I reviewed the course offerings at Memorial University of Newfoundland
and applied to the Faculty of Education. I was subsequently accepted into Educational
Leadership studies (Post Secondary). My first course was with Dr. Bruce Sheppard and
il was here that I was introduced 10 the work of Peter Senge. I was looking for a model
of organization to guide my administrative duties Ifld as I became more familiar with
Senge (1990), I began considering its use as a guiding lext for the whole organization.
All of the staff were supplied with a copy of The Fifth Discipline; The Arl and the

).
Procticr of1M uaming Orgonj:otion, and shonly thereafter. we began to pnctice the

disc:iplines of the learning organintion. The staff wert: very familiar with the text and
some orlMir answers may have been influenced by their familiarity with the concepts or
by what they thought I wanted to ~.

I was in this study .5 a researchcr-, recorder, boss, co.worker, co-leacler and a
trainer of staff These roles may have influe~ the responses oflhe panicipanu and in
turn

the3e roIeli may have influenced my data collection and analysis.
This research was actually a mobiliDtion ofall the reasons I relumed 10

Memorial Univa-sity ofNewfoundland to do my MUler's of Education degree.
Empowering professional staff to make informed. collaborative decisions in I 'learning
organization' about their professional growth and instruction practice wu simultaneous

with the empowering processes orthis collaborative action research.

Ort.. ilalian .r Ute 11Iais
In the next chapter I will present the literature on to-leading group programs and

the discipline ohum learning. The Iitmturc on these two topics wu extensivdy used by

aU partKipants in this study, as we coUaborated 10 prepare for the delivery of one ~
offender and one male batterer group prognm. Chapter three will describe the sitt. the

panicipanls and the methods used 10 collect and analyse the qualitative data. Chapter four
will present the results and also provide a discussion of tile findings, relevant to the
research questiort5. The final chapter will give an overview oftltis thesis and also include
some general conclusions and reflections.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW .fRELATED LITERATURE
In this chapter, iI review orlM literature on co-lcading group programs and team
learning will be presented. The literature on co-leading group programs is sub-dMdcd
into the major topic.s tUI have a profound impact on the effectiveness orthe co-leaders in
reducing the risk of the clients to rc..olTend. The literature on the discipline of team
learning (Senge, 1990) is presented laler in this chapter. This literature is intended to
familiarize the reader oflhis study with the tools and strategies of this discipline. such as

dialogue lfId discussion. The discipline of team learning will then be examined and
discussed as the participants describe its influence on the staff working through issues to
etrectlvdy co-lead the group programs.
Co-lead. . Group Prop'a_1

Mixed genMr co-Iudership ofgroup programs is clw"actc:rizcd by the leam
sharing lfW1y hours of emotionally and inteUectually intense worle in a complex groop
setting (Friedman, 1989). Friedman adds that complications in co-leading a group can
lead to disagreements between members ofthe' leam. This is often based on theiTdiffercnt
genders, tempenmetlts, percepttons and interpretations ofevenlJ in the group program.
and

I~dership or

power issues. In a highly functioning co-leadership team, these and

other imponant issues that arise are "identified, discussed and resolved. In a dysfunctional
leam, disagreements mayor may not be ideotified and acknowledged but they ue seldom
discussed or resolved" (p.163).
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Galinsky and Shaffer (1990) have summarized the advantages of group

co-

leadenbip u follows: (I) It is better to !\ave two potnc.s ofv;ew in the group when trying
to understand the dimu cogNtions., affect and beNvior. (2) transference issues anc:rge in

• more readily obscrvIbIc fonn; (3) one ofme team can miss. session or sessions. for a
varietyofreuons. without hav;ng to temporanlycancd sessions; (4) clients can sec the

co-leaders demormrate. genuinely collaborative, honest and egalitarian modeling of male-female interaction; and (5) one of the team can intervene in the session at times when the
other is feeling lost or overwhelmed.
Agaurian IIld Peters (19B I) rontcnd that advantages of group co-leadership can
outweigh the disadVillltages if the team can share the tasQ and responsibilities ofleadil18

the group. This is also contingent upon them

beins comfortable with accepting

c;onslJUctivc critKism from a respected colleqve.

If the team does not collaborate to effectM:ly lead the group then "such
coUaboration threatens to dqtneratt into competit:ivcnm or disruptive conflict"
(Shaffer & Galinsky, 1990, p.60). frieclrrw1 (1989) dIborates on this in. discussion
about potential impasJes between members orttle team. He states this can happen when.

membtt of the team:

attributes much power to the other and feels unable to influence him or her.
Each rationalizC5 IUs or her conclusion that discussion or negotiation are
futile and would lead to harmful conrronlltion. Consequently, the behavior
that generated the anger in the first place continues, and the anger and
disaffection with the relationship continue to grow. (p.I64)

I'
He further contends that reiucance to talk about co-lwicnhip problems is U5UalJy
based on one member of the teams' tidier that talking about the source: of the problem will
only make the situation wane.
A view e:xpcessed by Occhetti and Occhetti (1981) contends that C(Hhenpy teamJ

should meet regularly to discuss "the group's interaction during the ID group meeting.

the meaning of members' behavior. the co-therapiSls' responses to specific group
members, and the detennination of significant issues for future explonlion" (p.76).
Rosenbaum (1999) states that co-leaders should also cKplote their differing
perceptions. their pleasure or dissatisfaction with each others' participation in. the group

and to work towards resolving their dilfercnces.
Kahn (1996) suggests twO risks of group co-leadership. The use oflhis modd sets
up the possibility for group members to afisn themselves with one of the team. Secondly,
group mm\~rs could pit one lead« against the other and effectiveiy split the team. Kahn
(1996) suggests thai co-leaders remain vigilant for the developnlCflt of problems in. their

reI:uionship and apply the same relationship skills they use in developing therapeutic
relationships with their clients.
The Thmpeutic: Rebtto.lhjp

The development ofa strong therapeutic relationship between the co·leaders and
the clients is perhaps the most important element in providing high quality, effective
service. By buildinglhe relationship with empathy, trust, honesty, genuineness, and
supportive challenging, the co~leaders are more likely to gain access to the client's
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cognitions. emotions, and world view that has conlribuled to their sexual offending or
male haltering behavior. Knowing and understanding these processes for an individual
offendtr is essential 10 a positive group program outcome. Wilhout this aJlianc;e, there is

linle chance of the clients mW.nglrUc self-disc:losure and committing to the progrwn
through active participation. Developing rapport and strong therapeutic relationships is
one of the most imponant and at times most difficult tasks. that the co-lwiers will
perfonn (eSC, 2000).

Although concepts orlhe therapeutic relationship have generaUy been seen as the
domain of psycho-dynamic or clienHenlered therapies, cognitive-beMviorai group
prognun co-leaders and researchets are now realizing the imponance ofinlcgnting
cognitive-behavioral and intcrptrsonal perspectives (Yatts. 1999). The value of using the

therapeutic relationship as an agent of change with male violent offenders is clearly
recognized (Arnkott 1983; Goldfreid &. Davidson, 1916; Harris. 1995; Jacobson, 1989;

MiltShaIl, Andenon Ie. FenwxIez, 1999; Safran, 1984). In fact., cognitive-bebavioral
group programs facilitate the development of effective therapeutic relationships that are
warm, empathic. supportin. and non-judgmental (Beach & Fordham. 1997). A key

question is how can the aHeaders effectively demonstrate what is ImoWll about the
therapeutic relationship or alliance?
The style of the co-leaders and the characteristics they both display when
interacting with the clients ue as cntiwlo the success and effea.ivcness of the grOllP
prognm as is the delivery of the program curriculum itsel.f. A meta-analysis ofsome
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group program outcome studies indicate that service provider style iJ one aCme most
influential facton in accounting for positive treatment effects (Hanson" WallaceCapretta, 2000). Some researchers claim thai therapeutic change is related to the coleaders' style and c1icnt-<:o-leader interaction processes alone (Lambert. 1992). Although
the importance ofthiJ is recognized in the crimi.naI behavior IiICrJlUre, other important

factors. such as addressing the principles ofrUk. need. and respoa.sivity. and a cognitivebehavionJ orientation, arc also necessuy for effective intervention (Andrews" &nta,
1998). The most effective co.leadership style is characterized by warmth, trust, empathy,
KCeptance, and the ability 10 make the clients believe in their own capacity to change
(MarshaU. Anderson" Fernandez, 1999). Although lhese findings stem from the genenl
psydlothcrapy litm.ture, Marshall, Anderson and Fernandez (1999) highlight the

importance ofdeveloping a therapeutic relationship with male violent offenders.
An exploration aCthe ways in which the client is interpreting the co-leaders

actions can lead 10 the understanding of important relationship patterns thai shape the
meaning ofinlerpersonal interactions for the client. For example. I client who resists one
ofthe co-Jeaders more active interventiollS may ~ve a tendc:ncy to perceive others as
COIllrolling. intrusive or power hungry. By understanding this teJldency. the co-leader can
lhen modify his or her approach wilh the c1ienl. by possibly becoming leu directive and
more inquisitive with the client. To develop this s!cill. it requires elttensive dialogue
between the co-leaders and a subsequenl change in their group leadership strategy.
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THrlpeu'ic BoundaOO
Thcrapcuticc boundaries are defined as limits and margins that nwt where one

pmiopmt ceues and another begins. or between that whidJ is therapeutic and that which
is non.therapeutic (Pielene. I99S). Therapeutic boundaries function to allow for safe
interper50ml rdationships between a client and the group co-leaders (petememeJj.Taylor
&. Setafc-. 1998). These boundaries require special coNideration beuust: the therapeutic
relitiollShip itself is centro to the group program ddivet)' process.

The maimenance of therapeutic boundaries are critical to protect clients' welfare
and. tmeby, promote effective interventions in the group program. for the fol.lowing

reasons (BO'1".

2.
3.
4.
5.

1994):

For most clients, boundaries and the meaning ofl.hese are an arena in wlUch critical
emotional issues are manifested and worked through.
Clear, consistent boundaries provide structure and safety for many clients, which is
a curative [actor in itself:
Clients' reactions to alterations in therapalticboundaries are typica11y
transferential in context.
Consistent, clear therapeutic boundaries do not have to be inconsistent with the
service provider's warmth and empathy.
Therapeutic boundaries provide a foundation for the therapeutic alliance by
fostering a sense of safety and the belief that the co-leaders will always act in the
client's best interests. (p.271)
To establish and maintain appropri~te boundaries during the group programs. the

following principles and guidelines are important (Carter, 199]):

2.

CORsisle.c:y: This refers to the establishment of consistency in times, frequency,
iUld length of group program sessions in a setting that is comfortable 10 the client.
AbseRc:e or physiul c:onll«: Sexual contact between service providers and
clients is not permitted under any circumstance. In general theory, there is a
recognition for the univenallonging of closeness and louch (Caner, 1993).
However, if touching is initiated by one of the co-leaders, the Ihcl1lpcutic quality
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3.

orthal interaction and oftbe therapeutic relationship ends. Touching may be
interpreted by the client on a continuum from a kind gesture to an inv;tation for
sexual contact. The client's attention in the group is then usiJy diverted away
from the goals aCthe program to the interpreution ofa more penonaliud
relationship with the service provider. For tbo5e clients who have experienced
past 5CXUa1 abuse by trusted ~thority figures. the client will no longer feel safe to
express himself without consequence.
Gins: The acceptance of gifts from clients may also be considered. tnmsgrc:ssion
of therapeutic boundaries. Aside from thanks and appreciation, gifts may hold a

variety of conscious or unconscious meanings for the client. When refusing a

4.

5.

6.

gift from a client enter into a discussion with the client as to why it is not
appropriate for the group leader to receive a giR., and work towucb an acceptable
alternative or compromise in which the client e&n express his gratitude.
Ne.'ra! i.ttne.tiOll: This refers 10 Ole group co.leaders' contributions being
confined to relevant aspeas aCthe goals ofw program. This is intended to
protect the client from the co-leaders acting out their own feelings or issues. thus
interfering in the therapeutic process.
CODlidmllality: This refers to Ibe staffs' respect Cor client confidentiality. The
limits oC client confidentiality in the conectional programs are discussed and
clearly stated before the client gives his consent to panicipate in the group.
<;e•• i . co_uns: This refers to the overall tolerance and acceptance ofclients as
worthy of the intervention being offered, in tum fostering buic trust and a belief
in the client's ability 10 change. It means offering a sense of closeness,
sensitivity, and empathy while respecting the necessary distmce and boundaries
ofthe ther.J.pcutic relationship. (p.IO)

Simon (1994) discusses the concepts oC"transference" and "coumer-transferencen
and the implicit significance oftherapeu.tic boundaries. Transference is the unconscious
assignment offedings or attitudes towards an impoctant figure from the past onto an
individual in the present, and, although originally appropriate, are now inappropriate in the
present comext. Counter-transference is the service providers' transference towards the
client (Simon, 1994). In the early development of the therapeutic relationship, Freudian
analysts used the blank sheet or neutral approach with their clients. It was the neutrality of
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the analysts that provided the blank

sheet onto which the client projected their

transference. Mlbsequently crealing a window to unresolved issues of earlier relatioruhips
(Gutheil, 1994). Failure to maintain neutrality leads to boundary violations as transference
infiingements in the group process (Simon. 1994).

TransfutIKe md COWller-tnnsference are now widely used concepts in counsd.ing
offenders. l1lCy contnbutc to boundary maintenance; in that undemanding client
reactions to the co-Iuders. and the co-leaders' reKtioT15 to the clients. contributes to

healthy boundaries.
Patterns of interaction with others in the client's past may be recreated for him in
the therapeutic relationship (Freeman, &. Reinecke. 1995). By exploring these panems,
the team can provide. link to the dysfunctiooa1 thoughts and feelings associated with the

client's behavior. For example, • client who was abused by his filther may experience
strong transference towards the male co-leader. Additionally, an awareness of patterns
can guide the co·leaders' interactions with the clients 10 guard against the reinforcement
of recreating in the group program. desuuctive patterns that nay have contributed to the
client's pathology and resulting aiminal behavior.
Counter-transference refers to the feelings, issues, experiences, and beliefs Wt one
or both of the co-Icaders bring to the therapeutic relationship (Christopher, 1991).
Counter-transference can either help or hinder the therapeutic process and is usually
ell:perienced by anyone working in a helping profeuion, as no one is able to completely
divorce oneself from one's own attitudes. beliefs, and experiences. As well, tbe very
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inttnSity of the therapeutic rel.ltionsnp and issues being deah Mth in the group program
can make it very difficult for the co-leaders 10 remain completely objective toward. client.

Research SlJggests that co-leaders often feel uncomfortable discussing countertransference issues because ofalack: of formal trainiJlg (pope, 1993).
The following are a summary ohbe guidelines in the literature for effective
maintenm;;:e of boundaries while working with aWe violent offenders (Christopher, 1991;
Eddwich & Brodsky, 1991; Peaslee, 1995):
I. Acknowledgment and resolution of feelings and personal issues producing
counter-transfercncereaetions.
2. Sepvalion of personal feelings from interactions with the dient. Exercise tbe
capacity to empathiu.lly address issues of abuse while encounging the client to

accept responsibility for the crimes.
J. Set limits while giving lhe client a safe space for scl.f-expression.

4. Demonstrate an ability 10 form an alliance with the client characterized by
empathic acceptance of the person. Empathy for the actual deviant behavior is not
required for effective co-leadership, nor is it desirable.
5. Confront is5ues in a focward, yet $Upportivety. challenging maMef.
6. Explore the client's behavior in a therapeutic nwmc:r.
7. Confide in your supcMsor, co-leaders and p«fS.
The responsibility for acknowledging all upects of counter-transference in group

programs for male violett offenders rests solely with the group co-leadership team
(Gerber. 1995).

2.
There are different approaches used by co-leadenhip learns with offendmi across
the country. These lpproad!c:s arc often based upon implicit theories opemionalized by
the team, or tn.ining they have received in a panicular approach 10 group work that is
supported by the agency offering the programs to offenden. A review orlhe

confrontation.&J and the molivation.U appfO<lches used with offenders in group programs

will be covered in the foUowing paragraphs.
A confrontational approach is often regarded by group program leaders as an
appropriate aPJXoach to working with offenders (Kear-Colwell & Pollack, 1997).

However, this approach is not supponed in the research Of" dinical Literarure (Kear+
Colwell & Pollack, 1997), Rather, confrontational t«hniqut3 disempower tltrenders and

remove from them the responsibility for change. Such an approach also encourages sclflabeling, with sdr.fuI6l1ing prophecies and consequences, such as the failure to crute
cogniti~ dissonance

in the client. Confrontational inlerattionJ between the group leaders

and the client have been shown to push the offender funher away from contemplating a
change in their offending behavior. Staff in this scenario are gettiJlg their needs for power
~

control met, but it is done at the expense of the client.
Aggressive approaches, such as direct confrontation with sex offenders aIId male

batterers, are not rKornmended
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a treatment tKhnique by the COfTKtionai Service of

Canada (CSC, 2000). In fact, the co-leaders' behaviors associated with this approach
have been shown 10 predict treatment failure in • wide variety of therapeutic contcxls
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(Annis & Cban, 198J;Gonion, 1970;Uebennan, Yalom, & Miles, 197]). Thercisno

persuasive aidcnte in the Iiter.ature on c:ounsdi.ng offenders in group programs that
aggressive, confronLalional tactics are helpful., let alone superior or prefer.able, as
strategies in • therapeutic relationship (Harris, 1995; Marshal, Anderson'" Fernandez,
1999; Miller&: Rollnick, 1991).
Another approach used is • motivational approach which has been described as
soft confront.tion (Miller" RoUniclc, 1991). For example. whtn offenders are raced with

an awareness that their engagement in the problem bdvvior is diSSOfWlt with lhar
personal goals and welfare. the confrontational approach often reinforces an already lowlevel ofself-estttm and leads to feelings of helplessness. 8y COnirast, motivational

approaches and techniques do not place at risk the developing relationship between clients
and the co-leaders. Instead, the motivational approach uses positive reinforcement to help
shape the clients' behJvior. This is the approach that the staff agreed to use in the group
progranu with their clients.
In addition to the faa that

~onal confrontation

is not very wnducive to the

development of a positive therapeutic;: relationship (Beach" Fordham, 1995), there is
mounting evidence that a client's continual de:niat or minimization oftbe offence have
liUle impact on treatment effectiveness or outcome (Hanson k Bussiere. 1998). In fact,
research shows that treatment completion has .. greater impact on risk to offend than
denial or minimization (Marshall, Thornton, Fernandez, k Mann, 1999). Co-leaders often
struggle with ignoring or re-framing denial and minimization. The motivational approach
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recommends that it be done in such a way that a power struggle does not develop over
what is described in file information and the offender's version of what he did to the
victim. For example, if police: reports indic:ar.e twenty victims for a partic:uIar offender and

he only admits to ten, the seMce providers and the client should agree lha1 there weoc
sevtral victims, without arguing over particulars.

In summary, co-leaders working with offenders in group programs should adopt a

positive, motivational approach to CQunseling (Marshall, Anderson &. Fernandez, 1999).
This approach avoids the use of traditional confrontation methods and emphasizes the
importance orlhe co-leaders' abilities thaI are associated with maximizing benefits from
participation in the group program. Marshall and Fernandez. (1999) elaborate IUrther on
the specific service provider interpersonal characteristics:

GnuiaeHIJ. The prognm is more effective if the miJ;ed gender ro-leaden

bdave in a real. corWstenl manner. Group leaders who are genuine are aclively involved

in the group sessions and behAve in an honest, interested manner. The team needs to be
aware ofthc:it own feelings during the session. and should express those fedings when
appropriate. It is imponan fOf" the co-leaden to be lware of their own issues and how

they feel about the clients. and be able to effectively cope with these feelings.
Empathy. Empathy can be defined as the Ibility of the mixed gender co-leaders to
auemptto understand and rdate to the feelings oflhe clients. Empathy requires
acceptance of the client's feelings. Kendall and Wilcoll (1980) cllamined empathy, along
with various other counselor personalily variables, with regard to their contribulion 10

2.
self-controlled problem-solving ability in chronially delinquCflt clLikiren.. Empathy was
found to have the positi\'t dfect of increasing clients' self-control. behaviors at the end of
treatment. as well as atlhe time oftrealment program follow-up. Another study examined

different types ofbehivior therapy in the treatment of problem drinking (Miller, Taylor, &
West, 1980). Independent raters Inked service providers on the degree to which they
displayed accurate empathy, and determined thai the degree of accurate empathy was a
good predi",or of client outcome (abstinence or controlled drinking). In fact, the degree
of accurate empathy accounted for 67 % of the variance in servia: provider
successfulness.
Wanalh. Warmth refers 10 the accepting. caring, and supportive beh.avior ofw
co-leaden. Under these conditions the client will feel understood and will be: morc willing

to explore his difficulties. Research has been conducted in the realm of behavior therapy
on group leaders' warmth. Harris and Lichtenstein (1971) investigated the contribution of
service provider warmth in aversion therapy designed to decrease smoking. Half of the
,Iien!s were treated by a service provider who was warm and friendly, used the client's
first name, disdosed information about her or himself, and provided clitllls with a positive
Ireatment experimce. The rtmaining clients were treated by a controlling service provider
who was polite butl:tusinesslike, did not se1f-disclose, and provided a neutral treatment
experience. The first group displayed a greater reduction in smoking roUowing treatment
and at follow·up than the group that did not experience warmth in therapy. Morris and
Suckerman (1974) also investigated service provider wannth in the systematic
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desensitization of clients with a snalc:e phobia. Clients treated by a warm, friendly service
provider showed greater fear reduction foUowing treatment and at a tw().month foUow.up
as compared to clients treated by an impersonal Kr'Vite provider. Group prognrns wing

sysI:ematic desensitization was eff~ve when the group leaders displIyed warmth (via
penon 01" voice). while groups treated by sWfwho did not display warmth showed no
more sueec" than a control group.
Rapect. Behaving toward the client in. rCSp«tfulrnannef indicates thai the
group leaders respect the client as a penon. and they !Dodd the type ofbehavior lbc:y

expect in mum Respea for the client is integral to the thcnpeutic rdationship. Respect

for the clients in the group program is not synonymous with colluding with the clients'
deviant criminal behavior.
Oanctrristics of [fI'tttiYf fractir'
The characteristics of effective prktice are demonstn.led by the team using.
variety of specific behaviors within the group program. EUis (1985) identifies the

following as representative oCmost of the pradiccs of effective co-leaders:
I.
2.

They are fundamentally interested in helping their clients change.
They unconditionally accept their clients as people, while opposing and
trying to restructure some of the client's self-defeating ideu, feelings and

J.

They are confident oflheir OWJl therapeutic ilbility and, without being rigid
or grandiose, strongly believe that Iheir program wiU work.
They have a lcnowledge oflhenpeutic Iheories and practices and are
flexible, undogmatic, and scientific. Consequently, they are open (0
acquiring new sJcills and to experimenting with Ihese skills.
They are effective al communicating and at imparting 10 their clients new
ways of thinking, feeling, and behaving.

behavioo.
4.

S.

JI
6.

They are able 10 cope with and resolve their own turmoil. Consequently,
they are not Qceedingly anxious.. depressed, hostile., self-deprecating, or

undisciplined.
7.

They are conscientious. persistent, and hard-working in their thenpeutic

endeavors.
8.

They are ethical and responsible. and use the prognrn for the benefit of the

9.

They act professiorWly and appropriatdy in a the program setting but are

clients and DOt for personal indulgence.

10.

II.

\2.

still aIM to maintain some degree of humanness. spontaneity, and penonaJ
enjoyment in wtll.t they are doing.
They are encouraging and optimistic and show clients that, whatever
difficulties they may experience, they can appreciably change.
They are eager to help virtually all their clients. They try to be neither
under·involved nor over-involved with clients in the group. They sincerely
try to overcome their strong biases for or against their clients that may
interfere with their therapeutic effectiveness. They monitor their own
prejudices (counteHransference feelings) thai lead to their strongly
favoring or disfavoring some of their clients.
They possess sufficient observational ability, sensitivity to olben, good
intelligence, and judgment to discourage their clients from making rash and
foolish decisions and from seriously harming themselvcs. (p.27)

The preceding Iiterllure reprc:scnts a summary of the CWTefIt research ~vaiJlble on

demonstrating effective pnetice in co-Juding group programs. It does DOt bowever,
address the organizational, training or learning issues a.uociated with the co-leadership
tema learning to effectively demonsllate what is known about group prognm coleadership. The literature dIIt rouows covers the organizational, training and learning
issues through a review orthe literature on the discipline ohearn learning (Senge, 1990).
Team LearnjElI
In the ever-changing, dynamic environment at the site where these group programs

for male violent offenders are delivered, team learning is or paramount imponance. The
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most recent research literature on effective co-leadership practice and strategies for
offender intervention, presented in the first part of this chapler, highlights the importance
of an organization being able to learn in order 10 cope with the onslaught ofchange. The
most recent change is in the use ofa motivational approach used in group counseling
programs for offenders. To keep pace with the changes, it requites moTe than individual
staff' members reading the motivational approach literature (Miller & Rellnick, 1991) on
their own. Although individual learning ohearn. members has been documemed as
fundamental to organizational learning (Argyris & Schon, 1978; Hedburg, 1981; Inkpen &
Crossan, 1995; Simon, 1991), Swieringaand Wierdsma (1992) point oU[ that more is

required:
Obviously, an organization can only [earn because its individual members
learn. Without individualleaming there tan be no question of organization
learning. On the other hand, an organization has not automatically learned
when individuals within it have learned something. lndividualleaming is a
necessary, but not a sufficient condition for orgaruzationalleaming. (p. 33)

Dixon (199]) points out that "orgmiutionalleaming relates to the organization's
ability to transfonn itself on a continuos basis in response to changing conditions" (p.2).
Hawkins (1994) sees the team as a fundamental comllOnent of organizationalleaming and
states that we need to "move away from believing that learning just resides within people,
and to become aware that learning is also held between people" (p. 74). Piochot and
Pinchot (1994) contend "learning springs from the wealth of communications in the team's
collaborations within itself' (p. 68). Senge (1990) assens that

~unless

learns can learn,
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organizations cannot/earn," and "team learning is vital bccau.se teams., not individu.als. are
the fundamenlalleaming unit in modem organizations" (po 10). It is also ofp&BmOWll
importance: that teams be effective. The ability for

IWlU

to truly funl:tion coUectivdy

appears to require inttrperSOna1 communication that facilitates leaning. tsaacs (199])
reminds us that while there is a need 10 effectively collabo~te. not all orgazUational

communication is productive.
Unfortunile:ly, most forms oforganizational conversation, panicularly
around tough, complex, or challenging issues lapse into debate (the root of
which means "to beat down"). In debate, one side wins and another loses;
both panics maintain their certainties. and both SUppre55 deeper inquiry.
Such exchanges do not activate the human capacity for collective
intelligence. (bu.", 1993, p. 24)

In this review orthe team learning literature., the focus will be on what the teams
aetually Ieam, as opposed to the devdopment of group processes in the teams.

In his di5awion oftearn learning, Senge (1990) identifies the need for members of
the learn to be aligned. He contends that to function as it cohesive unit. til members must

focus their energies and be heading in the same direction. It is imponant that this
a1igrunent not be perceived by mtmbers of the organization as condescending. Ralher,
Ihey expect lheir opinions to be heard by other members and feel that their thoughls are
valid.
A potential pitfall ofleamwork is the polential for "groupth.ink" (Janis, 1996), in

which members SLlppress critical thinking and critical challenges oflhe group's decisions in
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an effon to remain amiable., loyal. and to avoid dissension within the group. Groupthink

can limit effective deci$K)n.making and negatively impaec group laming.
(sues (1993) adds that "problems are too complex, the incerdependencies too
intricate, and the consequences ofisolatlon and fragmentation too devastating" (p. 24) for
organizational mcmben. at any level, to only think: individually. He emptwites that the
capacity to think together, to develop coUaborative thought and coordinated action will
serve individuals and organizations better as their future unfolds.
Senge (1990), in his discussion of the disciplines ofa learning organization, points
out that teams have the capacity to learn. He emphuizes the interrelationships oftearn

learning with the four other disciplines in creating a learning organization. He states that
team learning:
builds on the discipline of developing shared vision. It also builds on
per~ mastery, for talented teams are made up oftaJentcd individuals.
But shared vision atJd talent are not eoough. The world is full ofulentcd
individuals who share a vision for a while, yet fail to kam. (po 236)

Senge (1990) delines learn learning as "the process of aligning and devdoping the
capacity of a leam 10 «tatc the results members tndy desire" (p. 236). He makes

reference to sports.. performing arts, science, and business, ''where the inlelligence of the
learn exceeds lhe inlelligence of the individuals on the leam. and where leams develop
extraordinary capacities for coordinaled action" (p. 10). I believe the WIle is true for
mixed gender co-leadership ofthe group programs at the sileo Senge adds that ''when
teams are truly learning, not only are they producing extraordinary results but the
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individual members are growing more raptdly than could have occurred otherwise"
(p.IO).

Roberts (1994) affirms the importance of the growth ofiQdMduai members and
the a1ipnent oftcam members. She emphasizes both pmonallmowlcdge and shared
knowledge for the development ofteams. She defines team leaming as "the proceu of
learning how to learn collectively'" (p. ]55). She slates that it has "nothing 10 do with the

•sthool·leaming' of memorizing details to feed back in tests," but rather, "starts with selfmastery and self-knowledge, and involves looking outward to develop knowledge of, and
alignment with, others on your leam" (p. 355).

DWos-' ..d

Djscuyion

Stnge (1990) stales that there are basically two types of discourse:; dialogue and

discussMm. In dialogue. there is. free and creative exploration ofcomplex and subtle
issues., • deep "listening" 10 one another and suspending oCone's own views (p.237). He
funher suggests that dialogue iJ a necessary condition for team learning 10 lake plate. He

notes ttat the word dialogue tomes from the Greek word dWogos. Dii. means "through"
and logos means "the meaning" (p. 240). Senge (1990) believes that as each penon add5
ideas in a collaborative inltBCtion. the group accesses a larger pool of conunon meaning.
Similarly. dialogue, according to Bennett and Brown (1995). "is a process of
collaborative conversation" (p. 176). Thus, dialogue is proposed as a form of
conversation, enabling leams to learn collectively (Bennen & Brown, 1995; Rorun, 1990;
Dixon. 1994; Isaacs, 1993, 1994; Schein. 1993, 1996; Seivcn, Pattakos, Reed. &
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Cavaleri, 1996; Senge, 1990).
Isaacs (1996) sees dialogue as a facilitating process, "enabling groups of people to
dis·identify with polarized positions and engage in critical, collective inquiry into their
underlying assumptions and tacitly held views" (p. 20).
To ilIwtratc that dialogue offers a "unique vision of team learning" (Senge, 1990,
p. 248) in that its purpose is to build collective understanding and meaning for the team. it
is important 10 understand the components ofdialogue as they relale to team learning.
Through the processes of suspending assumptions, listening, renecting, and creating a
culture of cooperation, dialogue slows down the speed at which the teams converse.
While dialogue encompasses interpersonal communications. reflective processes,
and a variety ofgroup dynamics, its ultimate goal is to enhance the collective power aCme
group through the team learning process. Bohm (1990) discusses dialogue and collective
thought and stresses that for a group. the important point is "not the answer" or "not the
particular opinions {of the team members)," but rather "the opening up of the mind and
looking at a1llhe opinions" (po 39). An example orcollective Ihought and the team being
able to think together is also given, "Somebody would give an idea, somebody else would
take it up, somebody else would add to it. Thought would flow· rather than there being a
tOI or different people, each trying to persuade or convince the others" (po 13).
Schein (1993) summarizes his views on dialogue as: "An important goal of
dialogue is to enable the group to reach a higher level of consciousness and creativity,"
and this is done "through the gradual creation of a shared sel or meanings and a cornmon
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thinJcing process" (p. 43). Both Schein and Bohm agree that, while the end result of
dialogue is greater collective power for the group. the processes ofdialogue are only a
mcan5

to an end.
DWogue needs to take place in face-to-face communication. Suber (1965) stales

thac in dialogue. "each of the participanu really has in mind the other or olhers ... and
turns 10 them

with the

intention ofestablishing a living mutual relation between himsdf

and them" (p.19). This is also supported by Freire (1910) who stales, "self-sufficiency is
incompatible with dialogue" and asks the question. "How can I dialogue ifI am closed to •
and even offended by - the contributions of others?" (p. 18),
While dialogue has been referred to as good conversation (Brown, 1995; Bennett
&. Brown, 1995), it must be more meaningful. Brown (1995) does however point out that
dialogue is more than communication to decide something or do something. but rather it is
communication "10 build deeper understanding, new perceptiollS. new models., new paths
to effective action, and deeper and more enduring, even sustainable U\Iths" (p. 157).
Bohm (1980) in his discussion of dialogue illustrates that there is a constant,
flowing, dynamic exchange between the tangible reality of our daily lives (the cxpticit.
wJfelded order) and a d«pcr, unseen Ievd of reality (the impliate, enfolded order).
Bohm uscrts that cvel)1hing is cOMcctcd, na matter how separate and distinct things
appear. Senge (1990) adds to Bohm's discussion of dialogue, emphasizing that dialogue
offers an opportunity far team learning within organizations.
Dialogue incorporates the integration of multiple perspectives. It is an "opening-
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up" type of conversation (Sense, 1990, p. 248), in which participanu sedc a picture of
events,larger than anyone: person's point of view. Ifall

panici~ts were

involved in the

process, the coUective initiatives would more likely be accepted and implemented.
DWogue provides ~ opportunity for all types ofeducators to implement and
integrate systemic reforms. as opposed to the isolated refomu dwaeteristic of previous
attempts at educational change. Dixon (1994), in her discuuion oforganizational

learning, states that organizationalleaming involves "collective rather than only individual
interpretation ofinformation" (p. 6), and points out that processes 10 facilitate collective
interpretation ofinfonnation arc of paramount importanc;c. StH: highlights dialogue as one
of four important conditions that enhance the col1~ive interpretation of information
within organizations staling thai, ~organiz.ational dialogue is imenction in a collective
setting that results in mutu&lleaming" (p. 83). Schein (1993) SlJfIUIWizes the purpose of
dialogue in his SUtemenc. "dialogue aims to build a group that can think gcncntively,

aeativdy. and most imponant. logether" (p. 43).

By contrast, during discussion, the focus is to have one's views accepted by the
group; "to win" the discussion (Isaacs., 1996, p. 20). "The word discussion comes from
the same root as percussion and concussion and suggests the pounding horne of ideas in a
confrontational manner" (Dixon, 1993, p. 6). In a discussion, the participants are usually
more interested in their own opinions than in listening and attempting to understand the
viewpoint of another. Senge (1990) concludes that "you might occasionally accept pan of
another person's view in order to strengthen your own, but you fundamentally want your
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view to prevail" (po 240). He also adds that in discussion, different views are prcscnted
and defended and there is i\ search for the best view to support decisions that must be
made at this time(p. 237).

The reality in many ofloday's organizations is that discussion or debate are the
dominant Conn ofconversation among group members. As Murphy (1995) summarizes:
My observations in business, political, and social settings is that people
spend an inordinate amount of energy asserting and debating which
position is right or wrong. Such thinking is not only destructive but
flawed.... The important question., however, is not whether something is
right or wrong, but is it heJpful for the purpose at hand. Such a small shift
in thinking could greatly ease the way to creating a much more productive
and much more human world. It would certainly go a long way towards
removing some aCthe more serious barriers to learning and to creating
learning organizations. (p. 205)

Senge (1990) noted that many teams preoccupy themselves in having discussions
and consequently do not engage in true dialogue. He docs, however, concede that
discussions can be useful and sometimes necessary. There are occasions, for instance,
when organizational teams have to make decisions to carry out Ihe funetions of the
organization. Senge maintains that "on the basis ofcommonly agreed analysis, alternate
views need to be weighted and a preferred view selected. When they are productive,
discussions converge on a solution or a course ofaetion" (p. 247). Ross (1994) is
supportive oflhis in his explanation of 'skillful discussion': "In skillful discussion, the
team intends to come to some son of closure - either 10 make a decision, reach agreement,
or identify prioritics" (p. 386). While dialogue offers a learning leam. the opportunity to
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examine each other's assumptions and mental modds surrounding an issue. when a team
needs to reach agreanellt and make decisions. discussion is needed.
Senge (1990) maintains that the capacity oftwn members to suspend as5UmptionJ

and enter into genuine thinking together" is complementaly to and needs to be ba!Inced
with discussion, the seuch for the best view to make decisions. While a leaming leam.

"masters movement back and forth between dialogue and discussion" (Senge, 1990, p.
247), most groups and leams lack the ability to distinguish between the two. Murphy
(1995) agrees, concluding that in many oftoday's organizations, including educational
organizations, debate or discussion dominate conversation. and the potential for learning is
thwarted.

Senge (1990) stites lhat, "both dialogue and discussion are importlflt to I team
capable of continual g~tive learning. but their power lies in their synergy which is not
likely to be present whet the distinctions between them ate not

appr~ted" (p.

240). for

team learning. it is important then to recognize the difference between the two.
Dialogue and discussion then are interdependent, and both seNe useful functions in
team learning. With dia1ogue. tum members can examine thought proces5CS, underlying
is5ues, and motivations. Discussion, on the other hvld. can enable a team to emerge from
their deliberations with an agreed upon course ofaction. As summarized by Senge
(1990), reams rhat function best, acknowledge, understand and demon.strate the
appropriate use of both,
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A learning team masters movement back and forth between dialogue and
discussion. A unique relationship develops among team members who enter into
dialogue regularly. They develop a deep trust that cannot help but carry over to
discussions, They develop a richer understanding of the uniqueness of each
person's point of view. (p. 248)

Cavaleri and Fearon (1996) summarize reflection with the following:
When people pause to discover the meaning of their experiences in relation
to their beliefs, we say that they have engaged in the process of reflecting.
Reflecting is a means of discovering what one really knows (or doesn't
know). When people discover that either they know or don't know
something, then they have learned through the bene6t of their experience,
(,.14)
Other writers have also examined this process of reviewing onc's thinking,

Weintraub (1995) illuslrates that crilicallhinking involves questioning the assumptions

underlying personal thinking and acting. Ihen restructuring those understandings and being
ready to think and act differently on the basis of this critical questioning. Meisel and
Fearon (19%) refer to the activity of thinking about one's own problem solving processes
asmeta-eognition.
If individuals can reflect, acknowledge, and explore their own thinking, and then
be open enough to share and explore the thought patterns of others, individuals in groups
"will think better, collectively, and communicate better" (Schein, 1993, p. 43). Schein
believes in focusing on our own thinking process, and delving inlo self-analysis to
understand one's own assumptions. He concludes, "much of the indh·idual's work (in
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teams) is internal, examining one's own assumptions" (p. 44), and "we have to learn 10
listen 10 ourselves before we can really uDderstand others" (p. 46).
Schein (I99J), in referring 10 an atmosphere ofdiscovety and understanding,
stales "suspension allows reOection" (p. 47). Dixon (1993) and Roberts (1997) like
Schein, believe that to facilitate rdJection. it is imperative to suspend one's assumptions.

Dixon (1993) says, "team members must be willing to hold their opinions as hypotheses to

be tcsted" (p. 6). Roberts (1997) states "to participate in deliberations, people must be
aware of their assumptions and be willing to hold them up for examination" (po 128).
Senge (1990) points Qui that suspending assumptions is not about discarding anything.
He contends·
to suspend one's assumptions means to hold them, ... hanging in front of
you., constanlly accessible to questioning and observation. This does not
mean tN-owing out out assumptions, suppressing them, or avoiding their
expression ... it means being aware ofour assumptions and holding them
up for examination. (p. 243)

Swieringa and Wierdsna (1992) realize the significance oforgmizatiorW

members' assumptions and generalizations and state,

W. significant part of an organization

is in people's minds, and it is the image ofreality stored up in these minds which detennine
behavior" (p. 16). Senge (1990) emphasizes that the discipline ofrJW1aging mental
models "promises to be a major breakthrough for building learning organizations." (p.
174)

In their discussion oftearn learning. Senge, KJeiner, Robens, Ross. and Smith
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(1994) incorporate self-mastery and self-knowledge. They emphasize that when team

members develop reflection and inquiry skills., it helps individual team members to become
aware of the assumptions and beliefs that link "what we sec" to ''what we conclude," to
bring tacit assumptions to the surface. and to develop or change mental models (p_ 352).
Similarly, Kim (1995) stales, "the interplay between participanu as they propose new
strategies and explain their reasoning. helps them to surface and clarify assumptions" (p,
361). The result is team members who are more in touch with their thoughts and feelings.,
who are better able 10 share assumptions, and who can learn together.
Team learning appears to be based in self-knowledge. reflection, and coUective
thinking. As stated by Greenwood, Wasson, and Giles (1993), team learning provides
participants with the opportunity to "gain self-understanding from the feedback of others
in the group," and "develop the skiUs of critical retlection and re-framing, which allows
them to examine the taken-for-granted assumptions that have prevented them from acting
in new and more effective ways" (p. 8). It is iii collective entity since it requires team
members to "work together to share assumptions, ... build new mental maps, and actively
transfer their leamingto others" (Greenwood et al., 1993, p. g).
Defensive Routiars
Bohm (1990) emphasizes that in team learning the members must be willing to
suspend judgement regarding other people's assumptions and thoughts. An integral part
of dialogue, according 10 Bohm (1990), is for "people to realize what is on each other's
minds without coming to any conclusions or judgements" (p. 12). Discovery,
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understanding, and laming in a team setting cannot be accomplished if team memben are
defending their assumptions. or passingjudgemenl. According to O'Brien (1996), ....0

learn we must be able and willing 10 make fundamental, and often implicit assumptions
explicit and subjea to testing" (p. 533).
Trust among team members offers an opportunity for team members to lum,
whmas a lack orlms! amongst the team members is an obstacle to learning. Argyris
(1985) suggests that a lack ofwst results in defensive routines, "habitual ways of
interacting that protect us and others from threat or embarrassment, but which also

prevent us from learning" (Senge, 1990, p. 231). Ryan (1995) concun, slating "oue habits

ofcommunicating have become a kind of prison for us, [maintaining) the very defenses
that we need to eliminate if we are to learn together" (p. 288). Similarly, Kofman and
Senge (1995) emphasize that defensive routines oppose productive dialogue and
discussion and consequently block leaming_ They contend that many ofus have
developed defenses that have become second nature, like working out our problems in
isolation, always displaying our best face in public, and never saying "I don't know."
There is evidence to suggest that the price we pay is enormous. In fact, we become
masters of what Chris Argyris calls "skilled incompetence," skiUfuI at protecting ourselves
from the threat and pain that come with learning, but also remaining incompetent and
blinded to our incompetence. (p. 20)
The result is that defensive routines block collective learning and consequently, the
teams can never reach their full potential.
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O"••iutioaal Culturt blues

Several writers focus on dialogue as the Conn of enhanced communication needed
to realize effective cross-Qiltural collaboration. Schein (1996) emphasizes thai

organizations must find ways ofcommunicating across tultural boundaries to create

collUT1On ground. and to reduce conflict among the cultures. "Communication that
stimulates mulual understanding nther than mutual blame" (p. 19) is II starting point for

organizations serious about organizational effectiveness. Suggestions from the literature
that incorporate dialogue and culture, highlight dialogue to "develop higher levels of
collaboration" (Hodgetts, Luthans & Lee, 1994, p. 13), "create hallways ofleaming"
(Dixon, 1997, p. 25), and "share mental models" (Schein, 1993, p. 41). Schein talks in

terms of organizational effectiveness, and emphasizes that:
organizational effectiveness is increasingly dependent on valid
communication across subcultural boundaries. Integration across
subscultures (the essential co-ordination problem) will increasingly hinge
on the ability to develop an overreaching common language and mental
model. Any fonn of organizationalleaming.. therefore, will requite the
evolution of shared mental models that cut across the subcultures ofthe
organization. (p. 41)
McGill and Slocum (1993) discuss a learning culture as an ideal culture to
'unlearn' the conventional organizational structure, and mold organizations into learning
organizations. Within this learning culture, dialogue is of paramount importance. They
stale that in learning cultures:
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groups engage in active diaJogue and conversation, not discussions.
These conversations are reflective. as opposed to argumentative.
and they are guided by leaders who facilitate the building ofscrong
relationships among key stakeholder groups. It is clear to us thai to
instill. leaming culture. managers must SCI aside their penchant for
discussion, cmbt'King conversations and dialogue instead. To
cr~e conditions that f<»ter l;onvenatton and dialogue, they nwst
reaJize that f~o.face meetings and dialogue provides a forum for
peop&e to ~ and think about prot*ms together. (p. 76)
Schein (1993, 1996) and Bohm (1990) look to dialogue u a fundamental. effective

first step 10 valid communtcation and the development of shared mental models across

organizational subcultural boundaries. Schein (199]) stales. "the evolution of shared
mental models ... (makes) dialogue. necessary first step in learning" (p. 41). To Bohm
(1990), dialoaue enabks groups 10 "share mc&rUngs," SO that all OrlM various meanings

can rome together and the larger JfOUp can '"won toward coherence" (p. 16). A cokerent

meaning in • group bas possible broader implications for an organiz.ation. As Bohm
contends, "such. group might be the ~ or the microcosm of the larger culture, which

would then spread in many ways· not only by crealing new groups, but also by people
communicating the Dation ofwtw it means" (p. 17).

An esseotiaI skill used in the dialogue process is listening because listminS can

facilitate dialogue. For team members to fuUy contribute to the rdlective learning process
and to contribute to the team in a dialogue environment, listening is essential. Bennett and
Brown (1995), state that dialogue "is not about agreement or consensus. Rather it is
about listening fOf dttper understanding and insight" (p. 172).
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Dialogue links reallincning skills with valuing the feelings and opinions of others
on the learn, leading some writers to believe that "listening will be recognized and
emphasized as the single most important dement ofa learning organization's
communications" (Montgomery & Scalia, 19%, p. 459) A great deal can be learned from
listening and trying to understand the reasoning behind another's viewpoint, as well as
from explaining one's reasoning to the team so that they too, can understand the rationale
behind the position.
When a group begins to advance in the practice of dialogue. as William
Isaacs points out, 'a new type oflistening emerges.' People begin 10 'listen
to the whole.' hearing not only what individuals say, but deeper pauems of
meaning thai flow through the group. For example, it is quite common in
advanced dialogues for people to report that someone else gave voice to
the thoughts they were about to say. (Senge, Kleiner, Rabens, Ross &
Smith, 1994, p. 20)

Described by Senge (1990) and Bohm (1990), dialogue relates to viewing complex
problems in their wholeness. Through reflective, open, face-to-face dialogue,
organizational members can explore issues from many points of view and be more
insightful than they can be individually. "In dialogue, there is a free and creative
exploration of complex and subtle issues, a deep "listening" to one anolher and suspending
of one's own views" (Sen8~ 1990, p. 237).
Summary
When I originally proposed this study, I wondered what would be the influence of
this discipline of team learning on staff professional development at the site. I started
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ailing this question to the staff and soon lhey became inquisitive as well. When they
volunteered to pmicipatc in this study it indicated they wert also interested in cumini.n&
bow we learned to work through issues in mixed·gc:nder c;o..kadership. Therefore.. we aU
had a legitimate reason and a common purpose 10 explore how team learning could best

be facilitated. The participants in this study worked with me, in I tolhborativc effon., to

explore the influence of the tools and strategies orthis discipline. on staffprofessional
development, in this model of group leadership.

The major themes that emerged when I reviewed the literature for this study are
relevant 10 both the effectiveness of the organization and the co-Ieadership oflhe group
programs. I will identify the major themes ltere in lhis summary orthe literature review
and further discuss how they were derived in the next chapter. The themes I identified
are: power and contro~ team learning, therapeutic relationship, clwaaeristic.s of effective

co-leaden. collaboration. individual growth,. mental models. reflection and inquiry, tnI$l,
culture and change.
Chapter Three also provides a detailed description ofthe methodology employed

in this study. in an attempt to answer the research questions presented in chapter one.
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CHAPTER THRE[
METHODOLOGY

In this chapter. a thorough discussion oflJ\e collaborative attion research design
used in this study will be presented. Issues relevant to site and participant selection will
also be deWled to aUow the relder to have a clear pictwt of who participated in this
research. and why I intentionally chose the site to carry out lhe research. Later in thi5
chapter, the methods used to collect and malyse the data will be comprehensively
described.

CoU.bontin Action Raearth Dail"
A collaborative action research design was used in this study to investigate the
influences of team learning on staff professional devdopment in mixed gender co-

leadership teams at the site. In this context, I anticipUed insights would be gained from
the discovery of meanings in the pmicipants' statements and comments. The design

empowen aU particip&ntJ in the proccs5 wilh the means to improve practices conducted
within the educational exptr1enu (Hopkins, 1993).
Suppon for use of this research design came from how the design fil with the
rationale for the study. It was intended 10 explore and describe the influences oftearn

learning on staff professional growth and ability to work through issues arising for the
mixed gender co-leadership tearns while in group. This collaborative action research
design presented the panicipants with an opponunity to develop and change their current
practice of group co.leaderslUp and work in an organization that promotes professional
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development and change.
Lather (1988) encounges research designs which maximize: dialogue and
educative encounters betwten the researcher and lhe researched. She suggests the intent

of toUUIorative action research should be to use the findings to help partici~ts
underscand and change their situations. The staff who participated in this study had

previously requested thaI I provide learning opportunities and a safe environment so they
could explore new ways of working together in mixed gender co-leadership of group
programs for offenders. They wac concerned that if they did not become slcillcd in the

delivery of program curriculum using this model. of instruction, they may inadvenently
collude with, or model controlling behaviours to their clients. These concerns were real
threats 10 the integrity ofttle program and its ability to effect change in the beliefsystems

of the clients referred by the Dcpanment of Justice.

The participants coUaborated with me in an all knowing way in lhis study, to
identify the issues and PfOCCS$C$ neces.wy to continually change and improve the quality
oftbeir service delivtt')' to the clients.
fjyt:

nam of die S1udy

Calhoun (1992) identified five phases of action research that were used to guide
this study. The first phase was the problem identification phase. In this phase, the
participants identified an areA of interest focussed on learning to co-lead the group
programs. How best to work through personal and professional issues among and
between staff members, directly working with offenders, using the mixed gender (;0-
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leadership model for group instruction wu explored. Second, there was the planning
plwe. In this phase we colt.borated 10 determine what participants would be paired w;th

each other to form Lite mixed gender teams. what: data wouLd be collected, with what
frequency and method, and the resources required to carry out lite research. In the third
ptwe, it was decided how to organize the data in ordt( to provide staffwith. clear and
accume picture ofthe research findings. Fourthly, the ct.ta were analysed and interpreted
with reference to the resean:b subject, queslions, objectives and goal,. It was important in

this phase to reflect on the action taken and the solution to the identified problem being
restuched. In the fifth phase., the goals. objectives and aetiv;ties can be modified based on
the analysis and interpretation of the resuJu. The fifth phue however. was not pan orlhis

study as the sixteen week time-line pmtiowIy estab6shed had expired. It is worthy to
note, that the action research continued at the site but is not documented in this study.
The research process was communal. not hierardVcal, in kttping with the new
orpniz.ltional framework of the

site. This research wu carried out as a collaborative

effort by all the participants from the beginning 10 the end. The staff initially met to
explore the practical issues necessary to carry out the research endeavour. It was decided
by consensus who was going to ~ the two programs in puticu!ar mixed-gender

teams. who would observe the teams, and where and when the data would be collected.
All phases of the study included the reaching ofdecisions in a truly collaborative
way with all panicipanu. The collaborative action resurch was used u a vehicle to
inform our group program co-leadenhip practice. Stroeher (1994) used action research to
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infonn her gender..equitablt: teaching p~ctic:es. Additionally, she carried out tbe research
for her own purposes, in hcr own sdIooI and did not gencnlize the findings. SimllariIy,
this study was carried out for the purpose of staff professional devdopmcnl and to
examine the influences of the learning organization model (Salge. 1990) on team learning
at the silt:. This collaborative action research design wu abo

&ntici~ted to

be awareness

raising for the site staffwhile working through gendered issues within each team ofcoleaders, via the implementation oflhe research on the therapeutic relationship previously
discussed.
Site Sele:dion

The site

fOf

this research was purposefully c:hosen. The silt: had several

characteristics that enabled the implementation orthe collaborative action research design.

Firstly. it is a community based treatment program for offenders. Rapbid (1991) states,
"community-based approaches are difficult as they involve the planning. funding and
implm'letlLation of the service but it is where I believe that our research needs to go"
(p.19).

Secondly, the Executive Director or The John Howvd Society ofNewfoundland
had given his written approval, allowing the research to take place (See LetterorSuppon,
Appendix el) and eagerly supponed its purpose. Thirdly, the site provided opponunities
for research in this area. The John Howard Society ofNewfoundland supponed the
research as a means to examine the influences of new-models oforganitation on staff
professional development. Founhly, the strategies and tools of the learning org&niution
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6t with the organiutional framework and the staff profes.sional deveJopment model
already in use at thtsitc.
In March 1996, the Correctional Program As.sessmcnt Inventory (CPAI, 6th

edition. 1996) was cm~oyed to assess program quality at the site. Thi5lool measures the

program' 5 capacity to effectively reduce the risk that iu clients will re-offend. This rev;ew
was mandated by the Chief; Com:ctions Research, Ministry Secre!ariat, So~citor Genera1.,
in consulla!ion with the Chief Probation Officer, Department of Justice. Newfoundland.
The assessment ranked the sile in the top ten percent of corrcctional programs in Canada.
The site was identified as having the potential to distinguish iudfn one of the vcty few
treatment programs in this country that reduces offender recidivism (Gendreau, 1996),
This collaborative action research was anticipated to be: able to contribute to the
program's quality and its ability to reduce the risk ofthese clients re-olfending.
C.....,
The five other staff members at the site, except for myself, were provided with a
letter outlining the proposed research method and iu purpose (see Letter ofConsent,

Appendix D). It clcarly articulated that the study wu fcxussing on the influences ofnew
modds (i.e.• team lcarning in a learning organization) on mixed-gender co-kadership in

group insuuction. To examine the influences oflhis mood, I fonnal request was made for
Iheir voluntary panicipation in the study. As I was to be a researcher and participanl in
this study, I was not required by Ihe Dean ofGradulte Programs and Research to
complete a consent form (Appendix E). The five staff' members forwarded the consenl
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form

10

the Office of the Associate Oem, Graduate Studies and R.eseardl, Fatuity of

Education in an addressed, stamped, regisrered mail envelope provided to them. I was

advised by the Office ofthc Associate Dean that there was 100 percent voluntary
participation. If there had not been 100 percent voluntary panicipation, I would not be
advised as 10 how many scaff members did or did not volunteer to panicipalc. This
method was designed to ensure the integrity of the voluntary nature of their panicipation.
All five Slaff subsequently .greed 10 voluntarily paniciPIlC in the study with me, by

completing the c;:onsent form.
The research required their voluntary participation for a period of 16 weeks

(March S, 2001 • June 19, 2001), with an assurance that there was no possibility of
physicallwm or risk resulting from their panitipalion. The participants were nOI

required 10 work additional time for this research ouuide oftheir regular working hours.
Participation in this study wu complct'lily voluntary and partk;ipants had the right
to wilkdraw at any time. This research design was dcveloped through discussions with
these participants and their input was incorpo~led in the researd1 proposal. The research
endeavour built on current 'learning organization' practice, which although oc...""\U'ring at
the site prior 10 this rC5CMch, was not being studied.
All panicipants in this research had the right to inquire about the research at any
time by contacting a resource person from Memorial University of Newfoundland who
was outside my research group. This person was the Associate Dean, Graduate Programs
and Reseuch, Faculty ofEducalion. Upon completion ofthe research, I contacted the

"

office of the Associate Dean on June 20, 2001 by telephone, and I was informed tN.! none
of the participants in my study inquired about this research proj«t
All the site sWf were supplied with the Fifth Discipline: The Art and the Prac,ice
of'M Learning Organi:Olion (Smge, 1990) and the Fifth Discipline Fiddbook (Sense,
Kleiner. Roberts.

~

&. Smith, 1994) during their first weelc ofmtployntmt. This was

done so they could make infonncd d«isions about implementing and prKtising the
disciplines of a learning organization.
The intent orlhe re:sean:h also included the use of a coUaborativc action research
design as • vehicle for continuow positive change in staff professional growth in mixed
gender co-leadership of groups, by practising the discipline of tam learning.
The panicipanls were provided with a copy of their own quotes for verification of
accuracy and use before the data was coded and analysed. I kept all oCthe qualitative data
that

was provided by the participants tonfidentiaJ, in a locked filing cabinet at the site. AI

no time, during or after the research., were individual paniciJWlls identified. All
participams were guaranteed that the audio tapes, transcripts, notes and journals would be
destroyed upon completion of the thesis.
Sa.pIe

The initial population for this study were all of the program stalfal the site as of
July I, 2000, including myself The site slaff al that time were IS follows: the director
(male), the senior Pfogram facilitator (female), and the four program facilitators (three
female and one male). As there were only six. staff involved in the action research. no
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sampling procedures were required to sdm the participants because this constituled a

comprehensive sample. All six program staff at the site agreed to panicipue in the use of
all three data gathering methods. The staff working at the site were the arJy group

program staff' in this region that used the mixed gender co-leadership group program
model in working with bo:h male bauerers and sex offenders.

'.rtkip.au
The names of the participants in this study have been changed to proted their identities.
They will be hereafter referred to as participants one. two, three, four, five, and silt. They

were as follows:
Particip••• Nl (Daryl). Daryl is a 28 year old male. His educatiotW blclc:ground
is in the field of social work. He has completed both a BSW and a MSW and is currently
registered with the Newfoundland and Labrador Association of Social Workers
(NLASW). He has been employed al the research site for three years but he hu four

years previous experience in working with offenders in other agencies. In this study, he

was a male co-Ieadcr of a male batter-en group program with participant 12.
'artic:ipllDt Nl (Lori). Lori has been employed as a counsellor at the site for five

years. She is a registered social workCt" who holds a bachel.ors degree in social work. Her
previous work experience is in residential care with youlh exhibiting behamural
problems. In lhis study, she co-led tbe male ballerers group program with participant /1.1.
PutK:ip.nt 1t3 (Oonn.). Donna is the clinical supervisor at the site. She has a
BA in anthropology and

il

BSW and is cunently registered with the NLASW. Her

previous experience is in teaching in foreign countries and working at a shelter for
teenaged girls. She has been employed at the site since its inception in 1994. She
supcMses all programs, client admissions and clinical interventions. In this study she CI>
led the.sex offender group with puticipant 116.
Par1icip••' " (n.a). Ttna has been. program facilitator at the site for two
years. She has a SA majoring in psychology and a MA in forensic psychology. She had
no previow direct work experience with adult offenders prior to her employment at the
site. In this study. she was a pattiQpv1t observer of the co-leaders of the sex offender
group program (panicipant #3 and participant II 6).
rarticipaat /II! (Wendy). Wendy was employed at the site for two years when
she gave consent to panicipate in the study. She has a SSW and an MSW and was also a
registered social worker with the NLASW. Her previous work experience was in teKNng
at the univenicy level and family counselling. She applied for a DeW job out of the
province and only participated in the research for the first three weeks of the study ending
on March 20, 2001 by withdrawing her consent to further participate. She was a
participant obscrverorparticipants III and #2 who co-Ied the male battetetl program until
she withdrew her consent during week three of the research.
Participant 1#6. The author or this study, Tom Mahoney. I am employed at the
site full-time and 1have the authority to work with the staff to achieve the organizational
and staff training goals. This research

was an integral pan of my d&ily work at the site. I

have a. SA, majoring in psychology. and a certificate in criminology. I have eleven years
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experience in working with the offender population and two years experience in working
with rorensil; patients ilt the loa.! psydutric: hospital. In this study. I co-kd the sex

offender group with the clinical supervisor, participant 10.
Table I below summarizes the mixed gender co-leadership pairings and the
panicipant observers involvtd in the sex offender program and the male bitterer program
atthesitc.

Tablet

PROGRAM

Sex: Offender Group

CO-LEADERS

Participants] It 6

Partici~tsl&2

PARTIc' OBSERVER

Participanl4

Participant S(for 3 weeks)

Male Banerers Group

Mdlaod. for Data ColifttMa
QiDKalMn1iaP

Twelve clinical meetings look place on Tuesday afternoons Cor one hour. for
twelve ofthe sixteen weeks during lhis study. Four meeting5 were cancelled for the
following reasoru: emergenq situations at the sile where a client was violent on one
occasion and suicidal on another, staff sickness and staff holidays.
Audio tapes of the participants' dialogue and discussions from the twelve clinical
meetings were initially reviewed by all the participants 10 gain an understanding of their
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contenu. These meetings were used as an opponunity for the teams and the puticip1llt
observers to review and dialogue what was happening in their mixed gender co-leadership.
The participants focussed on the issues, processes and SlI'Uggles in laming to ccHead
t~

programs. Specific key sections oCthe tapes were then ideatified by all the

participants as being puticuWly rtlevant to the research questions. The corresponding
numbers assigned to these specific sections orthc tapes were used to identifY information
to be transcribed from these: tapes. For example, a section oflape I, with corresponding
numbers on the tape counter, 166·589, was then transcribed by the secretary oflhe John
Howard Society of Newfoundland, using an audio tape transcriber. The typed, key
statements, made by each participant were then given back to the panicipant who made
the statement, to verify its accuracy for use in this research.
SCj••lated

Il«III Smio..

There were also twelve stinlubtc:d ra:all session.!i that took piau on Thursday

afternoons from 3:30 to 4: I5 pm. These stimulated recall sessions only look place during
lhe same 12 weeks as the clinical meetings. The purpose was to enaa8c all the

participants in discussing the process ofleams learning effective methods of mixed gender
w·leadership in the sex offcnder and male banerer group programs. Audio tape
recordings were made or our responses which were latcr transcribed and subsequently
coded rorana1ysis.
The stimulated recall method used in this study was chosen because [ bclieved that
it could generate valid data about me participants' tcarn learning and data on how they
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worked through issues arising through their use of mixed gcndtt co-leadership. This

belief is warranted as a consequence of the considerable debate about the validity of verbal
reports as evidence ofrognitive processes (e.g., Ericsson &. Simon, 1984; Nisbett &.
Wilson. 1977). Based on a modd of information processing. Ericsson and Simon (1984),

hypothesized that recently acquired infonnation is stored in short-tam memory and is
dirmly accessible for producing ve:rbaI reports.

Ho~cr.

information stored in long-

tcnn memory must be retrieved before it can be verbalized. The retrieval proceu can
threaten the validity of verbal reports that the participants provide because their reports
are possibly incomplete and subject to many different types of distortions.
Stimulated recall melhods do not rely on the contents oClong term memory and
can compensate for the deficits ofshort term memory (Leithwood & Steinbach, 1989).
Using this method, data was collected. at four points in time.
The 6rst five minutes ofthe stimulated recall session was used to ask the
participants the following two questions. I posed these sune two questions at the

beginning oreach oCthe twelve meetings and audio tape recorded me responses. The IWO
quescionswere:
I. Tr/l mr what potellliaJ p'ob/rms and strength!)IOII COIf idelllify in J'OIIT iJUln#c:tioll
with the c:o-/rader?

2. TrlJ me what you thi/lk should be done abollt it to improve how YOIl work together?
Secondly, the next fifteen minutes aCthe session were used to discuss issues arising
from our co-leadership effons in the group sessions, held on lhe previous Monday. Again,
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I audio tape recorded our session.

Thirdly, the next fifteen minutes were used to Listen to specific ~ns oftbe tape
recordings from lhe clinical meetings that we identified as aitial to team Ieamiag. Before
the participms listened to the tape p1ay-back of lhese sections., they wert: given the

following directions:
J want anyone to slop the •

at any lime when)'OlI WOIIId liu 10 t;OtfUMnl on sometlting

of inlere.sf youjust heard. In particular, anything related /0 your beliefs. feelings or
behaviours that influenced your co--Ieadership practice. Additionally, I may stop (Ire
tape to disclIss with YO" a point ofparticular interest /0 this study.
Founhly. during the remaining five minutes orthe stimulated recall session, I asked
the participants ont: Of both afthe foUowing questions. as time would allow:
Did the prolessionoJ t:kvrlCJfJfMnt IMetirtg go as pltzlrmd?

1.

If so, who' was /etlTMd wrd how will it translale into i"'prowd
iflSlnlctionaJ practice in mixedgenier

If time was

short. on,ly question #2 was asked.

co-leodermip of 1M group?

Their commenu were also rctOrded on

audiotape.

SOMra_1s

Journals were kept by each of the six participants in the study. Thejoumals focussed on
each participants own thoughts, feelings and behaviours in learning to work: in mind
gender co-leadership. The panicipants were asked to make handwritter.. weekly entries
into private journals that were supplied to them prior to the conunencenent of this
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research. Joumal entries into the staff computers were not considered private enough
because all the romputm at the site were networked. The jou.nW entries were also
specific to each participant's learning situation (Joumai. Entry lnsuuctions and Format.
Appendix G). Each participant submitted a total ofrwelve handwritten;outNls; one foc

each week w~e aD methods of data col1ec;tion were carried out. Participant"5 passed in
her journal before she left the site at the end ofweeJc three. The other four, plus my own,

were collected on the Friday of week sixteen cfthe study.

,,[fit..., OhHryatioft of Group SmioDs
The original research proposal intluded participant observation ofgroup sessions.
When the sex offender and male batterer group prognurtJ began on March S 2001, the
policies and procedures for dient confidentiality required that I explain the research
procedure to the clients. The clients were told that I wu proposing a third staff'mtmber
would join the group program for the sole purpose oftalring notes on what is happening

amongst and bel:ween the mixed gender co-leadcn ohbe group. Before there: coWd be a

putKipam observer in the group. the clients fqd to agree. Both groups, one sex offender
group and one male batterers group, would nol agret with anyone sitting in on a group for
lhe purpose of talcing nOles. Several other options were discussed with the clients, but

their response was always negative. They thought the notes could be used for other
purposes and would make the group an unsafe place to talk about their offence and the
thoughts and feelings associated wilh it. Therefore the participant observations of
participants 114 and #5 were nol recorded in the group. It was later decided by all
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panicipants that we would not lake Dotes after the group on co.leadership issues but
rather, we would reflet:t on what was happening amongst the ro-Ieaders in the clinical
meetings. The participants also agreed that they would focus extra attention on group co-

leadership issues in their joumaJs to enhance the data set which would now not include
participant observer note!.
Lundeberg (1997) used three similar methods for dala wUection in a study oflhe
effcctivene!ls of open meetings. Her methods were: meeting videotapes, student and
teacher interviews. and what she describes as interaction data. That study conduded tl\at
the use of three methods strengthened the data sets. It was therefore anticipated that the
use ofmultiple sources erdata collection in this study would strengthen the data set,
Reflection on the meaning oflhe qualitative data obtained by these three strategies
used, were anticipated 10 help all of us understand and demonstrate the principles of
eff«:tive mixed gender co-leadership. The audio tapes of the clinical meetings,
joumaJling, and stimulated recall data were collected from the participants as a means to
obtain what Geertz (1974) describes as "thick" description.
~

Two strategies were used to code Ihe data collected in this study. The first
strategy was to code the themes present in the literature review for this study. The second
strategy waslhe coding of themes evident in the data collected from the participants. It
has been suggested to start with general themes apparent in the literature review and then
add themes as the data analysis progresses (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Miles and
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Hubennan, 1994; Williams, Bcst, Taylor, Gilben, Wilson, Lindsay, and Singer. 1990).

The tapes made during the stimulated recall sessions. and the handwritten journals
wert all typed prior 10 data analysis. The Cannat oftlte typing on

8.5~x

II" pages was

such that the ttxt was entered on each page with 2" margins on either side ofthc text.
The previously typed transcripts of the clinical meetings were then reformatted using the
2" margin process described above, to facilitate coding in the same format as the jouma1s
and the stimulated recall sessions. The codes [ derived from the Literature review were
then entered in the left margin ofthe page, indicating a response or statement relevant to
that code. For example. as I read the journal data, I coded six sentences of ajoumal
enlry as "power and control". Secondly, I completed an extensive review of the data., by

reading all of Ihe data five times over a nine day period. It was during these reviews aClhe
data thai other themes emerged from the data itself These themes were then entered as
codes in the right margin ofthe page. indicating a relevant statement or response to that
code. For ell:ample. a statement made during the clinical meeting was coded "consensus
building".
The coded data was then reviewed to categorize it as being reJevant to one. or
both oflhe research questions. Data relevant to the first research question was
highlighted with a yellow marker. and the data relevant to the second question was
highlighted with a blue marker. An "X" was placed next to data relevant to both research
questions.
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Code!! From the Literature Review

There were eleven codes derived from the literature review for this study:
I. power and conlrol

2. team learning
J. therapeutic relationship

4. characteristics ofeffective co-leaders
5. collaborative thought and action
6. individual growth
7. mental models
8. reflection and inquiry
9. [rust

10. culture
11. change
Codes Front the

0.,.

Secondly. through careful attention to the meanings of the participants responses
in the dala collected from the participants. using the three melhods previously described.
three additional coded themes were added:
1. feelings
2. time

3. consensus building
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Data A ••Iy.is
All of the data tolleatd through the three stnllegies (diNcaJ meetings, stimuJated
recall sessions, andjOUl'1\Als) and coded as described above, Wtte analysed incb:tivdy.

The three sources ofqualitativc data· the tapes oflhe clinical rntttings and the stimulated
recall sessions. and thejoumals- were then triangulated. GIiner(I994) states tlat methods

ofarWYsis such as triangulation are promising criteria for fairness and rigour. All of the
qualitative data collected in this study, using the methods described in this chapter, were
coded prior to analysis. None ofthe coded dala was excluded or omitted from uWysis

for any reason.
The three methods of dala collection produced. vast amount of qlJllitative data to
be reviewed. The tapes were reviewed by all panicipanu to identify key sections to be

transcribed. They were eventua1ly transcribed, resulting in six hundred and ninety-two,
single-spaced pages of text. When aU aCme participuatsjoumaJs were typed.lhcy
amounted to an additional one hundred and four. single-spaced pages ortext When all

seven bundred and ninety-six pages were reformatted as previously described, there were
nine hundred and eightttn pages ofdata to be coded.
The challenge then became how best 10 analyse this enonnous amount of data.
All orthe data wac coded usinglhe 14 codes and noting the data sources. The number of
references (0 each coded theme was calculated so Ihalthe readers could judge the weighl
of each. The number of references 10 the themes varied from a minimum of2J references
(to individual growth) 10 a maximum of92 references (lo therapeutic relationship). This
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information was then compiled in Table 2; Coded Themes.
Table 2 also indicates the data source where relevant data was found, and the
number or times the themes appeared. For example, data relevant to the theme of power
and control (coded theme A) wu found in all three data sources: the clinical meeting tapes
(data source I), the stimulated recall session tapes (datI SO\UCe 2), and thejoumals (data
source 3), with a total ofslxty-four references made by the participants during this study
to this theme.
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T.ble2
~
CODED THEME

DATA SOURCE-

1# OF REFERENCES

I, 2 and ]

64

B. Team Learning

I,Zand )

16

c.

1,2 and )

92

A

Power and Control

Therapeutic Rdationship

D. Effe<:tive Co--leaders

1,2 andJ

71

E. Collaboration

1,2 andJ

l8

F. fndividual Growth

1,2 and)

2J

G. Mental Models

I and 3

72

H. Reflection and Inquiry

1,2and)

57

I.

Trust

1,2 andJ

4'

J

Culture

I and 2

27

1,2 andJ

63

L. Feelings

1,2 and J

&I

M. Time

I, 2 and )

"

K. Change

N. Consensus Building
1,2 and)
61
Source. 1 clinical med1ng: 2= stunulated recall IeSSIOn, J= joumals

D~ta

Now that thcl"e was a simplified means to refer 10 the coded Ihemes, the data could
be compiled into anotber table (Table 3) which answered the first research question: How
does learning occur in a mixed-gender co-leadership team? The findings from this case
study provide insights as to how the panicipants learned to use mixed gender co-
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leadcuhip in the male bancTer and sex offender group programs. Table J, presented in
chaPlet four, provides a summary of the coded data that describes how their leaming
occurred.
In this study eighteen different ways for the teams to learn were revealed. Table 3

provides a summary of each way ofleaming, identifies the coded themes used. and the
number indicating the participant who indicated each fOfTll ofleaming. For example, this
allows the reader 10 see that all six participants saw "positive reinforcement" as a way
their learning occurred, but only four participants (I, 2, 4 and 6) saw "reflection" as

important 10 how their learning occurred.
Research question two asked: What assists and distracts from the mixed-gender
learns working through issues to prepare for leading a group program for male bluerers
and sex offenders? The entire coded dala sct was then analysed and two headings were
crealed: What assists and Wbat distracts. All answers to this question that were revealed
in the data were placed in Table 4

[ will draw conclusions from the qualitative data aad also discuss tbe findings in
chapter four. Chapter live will then provide an overview oflhis study and provide general
conclusions.

10

CIlAl'TER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chaplet, the results relevant to each ofthe research questions will be
summarized and presented in a table fonnat to usist the reader with UDdcrswlding the
rese.uch findings. TNs presentation Cannal for the results was chosen in order 10 provide
a concise data set. This format also addresses one oCthe known problenu with qualitative
research which is the large volume of data collected, In ~dition. the results relevant to

each research question wiU be diSQJssed and specific quotes from the data will be provided

as they tNlt 10 each of the research questions.

Rete.reb Qunltoa O.e Findiap
The first research question was: How does learning occur in mixed gender co·
leadership reams used in group programs? The findings rdevant to Ws resarch question
Ire presented in Table J. To assist the reader with imerpreting this table, 1wiD give an
example of how it is 10 be interpreted.. For example, participants I, 2. 3, 4, 5 and 6 made

statements in this study indicating that one major conlributing factor to how their learning
oa:urred was to "identify, discuss and resolve important issues". Coded themes,
presented in Table 2, indicating these statements were as foUows: A (power and control),
8 (team learning), E (collaboration), I (trust). J (culture), K (change), L (feelings), M
(lime) and N (culture).
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Table 3
ROW Ln!1lin. Occun

How Lnrai_. Ottun

Codtdntllttl

Participants

Identil'y, discuss and resolve issues

A.B,E,I.JXL,M.N

1,2,3,4,5,6

2.

When it is relevant to their job

A.B,C,D,F

J.

Positive reinforcement

8,C,D.E.F,I,J,l,N

1,2,3,4,5,6

4.

Emotionally safe envirolUTlmt

A.B,E,G,I,l,L

1,2,3,4,5,6

Learning culture

A,B,E,F,I,J,K,M,N

1,2,],4,6

Dialogue and discussion

A.B,E,F,I,I,K.M.N

1.2,3,4,5,6

ITEM

,.

6,

1,2,3,5

Experience

E,F,I,K,L.M

Modelling egalitarian interaction

A.B,O,E.G,H.I,J

9.

Observation orothers

A.B,D,F,H.LK

1,2,],4,5

10.

Collaboration on clinica! IMttm

A,B,C,D,E,F,GJi.1

1,2,],4,6

II.

Empowennent

A,B.C,D,E.F,H,I.J.
L,N

12.

Overtime

B,D.E,F,I,L,M

13.

By exptoring different perceptions

A.B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I
,J.K..L,M,N

1,2,4,5,6

14.

Coruistmt therapeutic boundaries

A.B,C,D,I,l,M

1.2,],4,6

IS,

R""",

A.B,C,D,EF,G,H.I

1.2,3,4,6

7.

..

2,],4,6
1,2,3,4,6

IXL,M.N
1,2,3,4,5,6

1,3,4,6

J,K.L,M
16.

Underst.nd the literature

R.C,D,E,F.G,H,J,
K,L,M,N

17.

Personalmaslery

F,H,1

18.

Reflection

A.F,G,H,J,K,L

1,2,3,4,5,6

1,2,3,4,6
1,2,4,6
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Disc:uuio. or Researc:b QUelIl;'a One FindiDg5

The panicipants responses relevUlt to the first research question, summarized in
Table 3, read very similarly to what the group counseling literature says is imponant to
facilitate learning for the clients in the group program. The clients' learning is enhanced

when: they see what they are learning in the program as relevant to their work experiences
(Item 2); when they receive positive reinforcement (Item 3); when they feel emotionally

safe to discuss their problems and mistakes (Item 4); when they collaborate with the group
leaders in a therapeutic manner (Item 10); when they observe others (Item 9); and most
importantly, when they are treated with dignity and respect «(tern 15). The eighteen items

listed in Table 3 (identified by the participants as important for their learning 10 occur) are
consistent with how co-Ieaders facilitate the learning of new ways of thinking, feeling and
acting for the clients. This experience of using col1aborative action research lU\d practicing
the discipline oftearn learning uJtimately assisted the participanls in helping their clients
leam in the group because they now are more aware of what facilitated their own learning
Probl«m Rnolutioa

hem I: Identify, Discuss and Resolve Issues was key to all six panicipants in
explaining how their learning occuncd. Participant 2 gave an excellent example of this in
a statement she made in week 6 during a stimulated recall session.
Figuratively speaking, no stone goes untumed. We examine every issue from
every staff members' perspective. We are all different people and vary in our age,
sex, profession, abilities, skills and interests. When one ofus, Of even a co·
leadership team identifies an issue, we bring it to our clinical meetings for
resolution. You would not believe how it feels sometimes. It gets tense, it is
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difficult ~ times and sometimes it is mind blowing but it's always important for
profeuioMl conduct. Two weeks ago, the issue ofallowiJ1a dients to swear when
expressing themselves came up. (had no problem with it but two other
participants thought that we should be encouraging the clieslts to lind alternative
words for these expressions. The meeting focused on too many spcQfic examples
but in the end we all rcacbcd a consensus on allowing dic:nts to swear when they
arc identifying thoughts. fedinp and when they are making disclosures. We also
agree to uk the clients if they can find another word to replace the foul expression
in situations Olher than I just said. It may sound trite but litis was an important
issue to resolve 50 we would all be addressing it consistently.

The eighteen items listed in Table 3 will also inform my future adminiSlrative
practice. I now have more information on what the Siaffmembers see as important to
their own leaming and I will incorporate these itenu into my daily routine. For example,
Item 2: When It Is Relevant To Their Job indicates that the learning activities and

processes put in piau at the site must be rdevant 10 each particip&nlS job description and
duties. particip.mt 5 stated

Examining my own issues and difficulties with leaming to work with male batterers
is extremely diffiaJ.lt and at times it's uncomfortable. There;are times when I
wonder why I am doing it at all and is it really nc:cessuy. llwi this discussion
with puticipant 6 yestercby arxt I know that if I want to be an effective co-leader I
have to be prepared to do this introspection and examine what I need to fed safe in
the group witll the male ro-Ieada". To be honest the only reason I am prepared to
do this is that the potential for me to grow increases ifl do. lfthis was not
relevant 10 being a good group leader I certainly would not be discussi.Dg these
personal and sensitive issues in the work place. I am always cautious to keep what
I am discussing connected to my issues with male violence. I can understand why
it is necessary but most women would not even have these discussions with their
husbands let alone their co-workers.

Item]: Positive Reinforcement was identified by all six panicipants as contributing
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to how their learning occurred. There were many statements made by the panicipanu
indicating the imponance ofpositive reinforcement. Participant 3 made an entry in her
journal during the fifth week aflhe study indicating how imponant positive reinforcement

was to her learning and provided insight into what she considered to be positive
reinforcement
Three days ago in our clinical meeting I was talking about how one oflhe
statements a client made in group triggered me in a way 1 didn't expect. This
client's statement about what he did to his own daughter triggered graphic images
in my head and I couldn't think straight. I couldn't speak because I was afraid that
my negative reaction to his disclosure would shut him down in the future from
making more disclosures. My co·leader (participant 6) recognized Ihis and carried
on until we took a break. I thought this may be something negative but I found
out laler that my willingness to discuss how it impacted me was what was being
reinforced. I don't have to be a robot in the group and I BUes5that is what is most
important. Panicipant I remembers this and when he refers to my learning to deal
with situations like that it is also reinforcing and validating.

Modelinc
Item 8: Modeling Egalitarian [nteraction on a daily basis between and amongst all
the program staff was seen as very important. In the group programs we are expected to
do this for the benefit ofthe clients. but from this data I see that this is also important to
do on a daily basis with each other. Several statements were evident in the data
conceming how it is crucial at this site that team members don't fall into gender roles in
doing things like building maintenance and daily chores at the site For example,
participant I said
The male staff are also expected to wash dishes and clean the kitchen and the
females are expected to try and hang shelves, change the light bulbs when they
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need to be replaced and dungs like that. At 6rst when I started work here this did
not make a lot of 5el15e to me but now I know why.

It became dear from reading the participants journals that the other participants
wanted the Director (panicipant 6) and lhe clinical supervisor (participant 3) to model
Item 8. Participants 3 and 6, modeting this daily egalitarian ac;tion in a variety of
circumstances, also appears to be very important to the other participants. Participant 6
said "If we are equals, then just because my title is director and panicipant 3 is the

supervisor, does not mean we should be exempt from perfonning any ofthese duties."
The following comment from participant 2 further indicated Utat the other participants
were observing myself and participant] 10 see if we were 'practicing what we preach':
The norms we have established here for working together apply equally to all of
us. I am sure at times participanu ) and 6 wish they were able to enjoy Ihe
benefits of being at the top oflheirprofcuion but you never hear them complain
or back out of their responsibilities to the collective.

This is also a parallel process with how the diems observe the group co-leaders to see if
their behaviors model what they discuss in the group programs with their clients.

Different staff have different learning styles indicated by the imponance of both
Item 9: Observation and Item 7: Experience. For example. in Table 3, panicipants 2. 3, 4
and 6 indicate that experience is important and participants I, 2, 3, 4 and 5 indicate that
Item 9: Observation or Others is important. Panicipants 2, 3 and 4 describe their learning
occurring through both Item 9: Observation and Item 7; Experience. Panicipant 6 only
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views Item 7: Experience as important while panicipant I only views Item 9: Observation
as imponant. Knowing this about the: participants will funher enable me as Director, to
provide specific learning opportunities relevant to each panicipant's learning style. In
addition, this indicates to me that some of the participants need to observe mixed-gender
co-leadership before they fed prepared to run one of these sex offender or male baUeter
group programs.
The live participanlS who started and completed this study identified Item 17:
Personal Mastery as imponant in how their team leaming occurred. Ibis appears to be
consistent with the literature on learn learning presented in chapter two. It indicates that
all the panicipants think they need to be individually competent as a group leader before
they feel adequate as a co-leader of these groups. A statement from participant 4
illustrateslhis:

How can [ feel competent as a co-leader ifl have not learned the program material
nor learned to function as a group leader on my own. I was glad they listened
when I asked for some group experience on my own first before 1am asked to colead a group for sex offenders.

Research Lilenlure
All six of the participants also identified Item 16: Understanding the Literature lhal
guides their clinical practice as crucial to how lheir learning occurred. The fact that, on a
rotating basis. each staff member is given the opponunity to select and distribute the
clinicai and research literature is imponant. Participant 3 said ofthis:
Through this process we are given the opponunity to review and discuss research
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and literature that guides our counseling practice from a variety of professional
perspectives. As clinical supervisor, I think the best practice comes from using a
multi·disciplinary approach and 1 can see the pusion that each staff member brings
to our clinical meetings when they have selected the article to be discussed. This
also helps with understanding how our professional perspectives deviate
sometimes and sometimes overlap
Articles from the fields of social work, psychology, criminology, education,
sociology were regularly distributed and subsequently discussed. As the staffing model
uses a mul!i.disciplinary approach, this rotating (ormat gave the par1icipants an
understanding and respect for their to-workers professionaJ affiliations and perspectives.
It also provided a rannat for us 10 dialogue and reveal our mental models associated with

the clinical terms and their meanings used in each of our professions

Characteristics of the site, such 35 Item 4: Emotionally Safe Environment, hem 5:
Learning Culture. Item 10: Collaboration on Clinical Matters. Item II: Empowerment and
hem 15: Respect were also identified by all five of the panicipants who began and
completed lhis study as importanllo how their leUlling occurred. These characteristics of
the site appear to have awakened the participants aspirations for learning new ways to
counsellheir clients. It also appears to have increased the energy they put into learning to
co-lead these groups. An example of this is evidenced by a statement made by participant

I have never worked in a place like this before. I actually feel respected and
encouraged to contribute to every aspect of the clinical programs. What we say
does matter here and the decision making process usually turns into a learning
experience for one or more ofus when we do things this way. As a professional
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counsellor I need to be engaged this way and I actually accomplish more here in a
day than I did in a week in the last place I worked. I love my job and working here
isa pleasure.

Another characteristic oflhe site that was important to all six ofw panicipanl5
was the organization gave them permission to make mistakes and learn from them.
Participant I said of Item 4: Emotionally Safe Environment:

We feel free to talk about the mistakes we make because it is professionally and
emotionally safe here to do that. From the lime we are put through orientation we
are lold to recognize our mistakes as our best teachers of what we musileam to
do differently in the future. When one orus made a mistake. we put our energy
into talking about it for the purpose of all of OUf learning. I don't bave to waste
energy by defending what was done nor do I pretend I don't make mistakes.

This statement is also consistent with what the co-leaders ask the clients to do in
the group. How can group leaders ask the clients to talk about what they have done

wrong if the leaders are unwilling to do this themselves? This study suggests that an open
approach to re-framing mistakes will assist the staffin co-leading the group programs
when the mixed-gender co-leaders can model this skill to the clients in the group
programs
At the site Item 6: Dialogue and Discussion was characterized by listening to each
other, reflecting on our assumptions that limit the way we see the world, and developing a
collective understanding. All the participanlS identified this as critical to how they learned
to prepare for mixed-gender co-leadership with these two offender groups. A statement
made by panicipant I provides an excellent example of how Item 6: Dialogue and
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Discussion played a significant role in hi5 learning to work in mixed·gmder co-leadenh.ip.
Hcsaid
It's amazing how difficult it is to listen. It's something r needed to work on and [
think: I am still working on it. When we meet as a group or in co-leader teams, I
need 10 slow down my thinking and stop making assumptioos about what I think
others are saying even bd'oce they finish. It is much mote respectful to uch other
when ~ lake the time to ruIIy listen to what is being said. check it against what
we believe and then engage in dialogue without being defensive. Since I hive
worked here I have learned 50 much more because ( think this process almost
forces you to be open aU the time.

Item II: Empowerment was also identified by all six panicipants as explaining how
their learning occulTed at the site. This item appears to be criticaL The participants
identified. this throughout all sixteen weeks orlhe RUdy as being the basis for why they
wanted to professionally develop. The participants bdievcd and provided seven!

examples of how having professional discretion and the authority to respond to developing
circumstances was essential to how the organization and the teams beamc more effective.

Participant 6 said:
Working here is not like wormS on a construction site under a foreman. We are
professionals and are ultimately responsible for the ethical treatment of out clients.
It makes no sense to believe that only I have the authority and the power to make
all the decisions necessary to provide effective programs to our diems. If we are
cmpowtrtd to adapt to developing situations and respond appropriately then we
are better abie to empower our clients to change.

Item 18: Reftection was also imponant to how learning occurrtd in this
organization. The co-leaders constantly examined each others' assumptions and beliefs by
asking each other direct questions. This activity primarily took place in the clinical
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meetings and in the stimulated recall sessions where leaders were asked to explain their
positions on topics where it was evident there were different perceptions. This slciIl of
reflection provided the foundation for examining areas ofagreement and disagreement on
organizational and clinical direction. This appeared 10 be the key to understanding each
other and also 10 how the leaders were able to work consistently with clients in the group

programs. This is consistent with the contention by Senge (1990) that examining menial
models through reflection" promises to be a major breakthrough for building learning
organizations." (p.174)
Rau"h Question Two Findings

The second research question was: What assists and distracts from the mixed
gender teams working through issues to prepare for co-leading a group for male batterers
and sex offenders? The findings relevant 10 this research question will be presented under

two headings in Table 4; What Assists and What Distracts. The items in each list in Table
4 represent a summary ofthe participants' responses and statements that describe what
they consider to assist and distract from working through issues as they prepared to colead the group programs. II is interesting to note that almost three times the number of
items were identified as assisting than distracting. Founeen items are identified as
assisting while only five items were identified as distracting.
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wit., Alli'l' Ind W'.t DistAsh
Item

WbatAssisb

W.... OistnctJ

Ite...

Meetings

15

Too many meetings

Sharing of information

I.

Too much infonnation

Support

17

Confusion

Openness

I'

F",

Process orientation

I'

Task orientation

Different learning styles

Collaborative d~ision making
Clinical Readings and Research
Debriefing
10

Training

II

Modelling

12

Dialogue

IJ

Self Awareness

I'

Respect

Discunion of Rneartb Queslion Two Findiall
II was informative and exciting to discover the nineteen items the participants
identified as assisting and distracting from the mixed gender teams worlcing through issues

to prepare for co-leading a group program for male bauerers and sex offenders. In Table
4, founeen items are identified as assisting and five items are identified as distracting.
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Some orlhe items identified as assisting were of no surprise, because the research
literature and the participants own experiences were both used to put in place proCdses
and practices known 10 enhance professional development. For example, items identified

as assisting, such as Item 8: Clinical Readings and Research, Item 10: Training, Item 13:
Self- Awareness and Item 14: Respect, were anticipated

The participants identified Item I: Meetings as assisting and Item IS: Too Many
Meetings as distracting from their learning. Participant I made the following entry in his
journal:

Recently I have noticed an apparent increase in the number ofmeeliogs.
Previously, meetings facilitated smooth sailing, the program evolving, and open
communication. Now I feel that they may be keeping me from doing my job. One
thing though, management are always receptive to decreasing my additional
responsibilities to provide relief. Often times I speak to colleagues at other
agencies and they have the opposite complaint- not enough meetings or
communication. There must be a balance.
This entry is similar to other entries made by panicipants 2, 3, 4, and 5 and it
indicates the need to estab~sh specific guidelines for bringing some balance to the number
of meetings at the site. These guidelines need to re8«t the purpose of all of the meetings
held at the site, and include time frames that will not become a burden to the staff. The
participants dlX:ided to work together to prioritize our meetings and develop a schedule
that is workable for all.
It is also important to keep the panicipants informed about upcoming changes and
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10 explain the need for these changes in our staft'mcetings. This nOI only helped with
increasing Item 3: Openness to chaIlgc but abo decreased their Fears (Item 18).
Participant 5's comments illustrate this:
I was worried when you first told me that the contract had changed 10 meet the
needs oflhe Departm(Jlt of Justice. 1wun't sure what that meant exactly. As a
maner crract. my previous experience with government and contractual changes
was that this was lheir way to get more intensive and demanding work from us for
the same cost. I couldn't believe it when patticipant 6 was prepared to enter mto a
discussion with u.s at to the motives oflhe department and the site forenlering into
this arrangement. I just wasn't used to it. I was further ~ to see that my
employer recognized the need for our input on how best to make these changes
work. When change happens this way I'm open to it.

In this study, there was a genuine attempt by the: participants to acknowledge each
othen fcdings and listen to the real fears associated with co-leading thex intensive and

proCessionally dtrnirn1ing groups. The issues related to Item 4: Openness and Item 14;
Trust were central to this process. All of the participants reported that their fears (hem
18) decrea$N wheD they were succcs.sfully collabonting to change the way decisions are
made at the site. For example, participant 2 used the analogy ofa ship and said:
It', easier to change course when we know why we are changing course and when
we are all rowing in the same direction. There is less confusion and more cohesion
if we ate all trying 10 get to the same placecspcciaUy if we know where we are
going and helped map.out the best route.

Flow of I.fonnattoo
The data also indicated that hem 16: Too Much Infonnation distracted from Ihe
panicipants learning. This indicated to me that l, as Director, have shared 100 much
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administrative info~tion with the stat[ My interpretation is that I have to accept more
responsibility for navigating through the wealth ofinform&tion shared with me by the

Depuunmt of Justice. In the past. I have taken the ilppl"oKh that the staff need to know
everything that I know. It appears that my asAlmption is incolTCCt. Participant 4lddcd
Some orlhe meetings that have OCCUlTed rdlect. change in the Dow of
information It the site. OriginaJ.ly when I staned here, I did my job and thai was it.
I was never aware of the macro level issues that impacted us. As time went on,
various events happened which created low Itatrmoralc and job diSSolti.sfaction.
This prirrwiIy rel.tes to funding issues with the Department of Justice. Once
outside this loop, myself and other staffWefC brought in the loop. This shift
exposed me to macro level information. While it is helpful for getting a grasp on
the big picture it eventually became a distraction. Too much army energy
focussed on issues outside but which impact on clinical and client related !mUm.
Its almost like a .... be careful what you ask for because you might gel it While it
is nice to be aware of what is transpiring on the outside it un also be nice not 10
know as what you don't know can't hurt you.

It is possible that 1 may hive been sharing all this infonnation with the participitllJ

as a method to address my own debriefing needs, or because I wu unsure of what they
really need to know. l wiU funher explore lhis issue in an attempt to identify what they
really need to know and then work with them to establish dear guidelines to curb the Dow
of too much inform&taon.
An emotion identified by staff as distracting from their working through issues

was Item 18: Fear.

Thi~

also appears to be COMected to Item 16: Too Much Information

at the site. Too much infonnalion about ongoing contractual obligalions and salary issues
has been shared by me, with the staff. The data relevant to their experiencing lhis emotion
was attributed to issues such as politics within the Depanmenl of Justice, job seau1ty and

expoAlre to trIICfO justice issues not relevant to their job duties and descriptions. For

"

example, participant 5 said
I guess what it all comes down to is this.... changes occur directly or indirectly to
the program because ofa lack oflUnding and uJtimatdy a lack o(retegnition of
our work. I am afraid that this overall lack of support for the program from the
justice system creales an uneasy feeling about my job security.

The findings of this case study indicate that the new organizational tnmework of
the site (Appendix 8), is compatible with its mandate. The participants Ife expected to
model appropriau~ male-ft'ma.le inltr'aCtion in the group prognms where positions of
power are openly displayed and discussed. The new framework allows all of us 10
coUaborate and make clinical decisions through consensus building. The panicipants
identified Item 7: CoUaborative Decision Making as usisling with their working through
issues 10 prepare for co-leading male batterer and sex offender groups. The participants

hearne experienced with engaging each ocher in maJcing decisions regarding the clinical.
interventions. and this tad a positive influence on bow they worked together when coleading the group sessions. The pmicipants viewed this &$ an ongoing process ofclwtge
and not as event oriented. The manner in which the site opemes allows staft'to
demonstrate a responsible use of power, in an on going way, and not just during the two
hour group sessions. Participant] added

Working this way shows a level oflrust and respect for all staff regardless of their
position or length of service. This process is very helpful for developing new
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levels of trust and comfort which arc Ullcgnl for group mixed-gender coleadership, especially when you are woricing with • difficult and challenging group
of clients. I don't mind taking the risks now when working through complex
issues relilted to dient treatment because I know the effort will not be one sided.

For Item 11: Modeling. having both a male and iI female staff member as the
persons the John Howard Society Klenti6es as management was of paramount imponance
in the staffleaming 10 model egalitarian male-female interaction. This was evidenced by
the participanu deciding that myself(particip&zl1 6) and the clinical supeJ'lisor (participant
]) would be the mixed-gender co-teaders orthe sex offender group ill the site with
participant /I 4 as our panicipant observer.
When staff original.ly apprOKhed me with their request for profcssioul

development initiatives Illd an organizational suueture that would support their learning. (

saw this as an opponuniryto examine the influences aCme learning organi.z.ation model. I
hid read the literature on change issues extensively and 1actually looked forward 10
working with all the program stafl'to remove the impedimcnu to restructuring and
enanning our group counselins practice. The participants' pt'CVious experiences in other
organizations W15 thaI a lot of emphasis had bem placed on professional development
tasks but it has not tnnslaled into any real change in instruaional or leadership praaice.
In this study. we could see that we needed to view this as a process. Panicipant 4 said
"Most professional development exercises I've been involved in were abstract or
theoretical. Going through this development is giving me tangible skills I can use in the
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group."

Process VI Task Orieatatio.

hem 5: Pr<X:css Orienution to problem solving was indicated by the participants as
assisting with their watking through issues both at the organizational and group program
level. Historically, we all had worked in placa where top-down mandated clwlges had

not actually resulted in significant changes in instructional approaches or practice. So,
coUapsing the hierarchy thltdirceted the program was the lint step in this site's

organizational refonn.
I caution other administrators that this was not easy at first. As Director. I felt the
pressure from the Department ofJustitc that this was laking a lot of time. I tried to get
more tuk oriented but the ~ reminded me on several occasions aboullbc difficuhies
COMecled with Item 19: Task orientation. However. by paying attention to how staff
grew and provided meaningful c:ontributions to the programs being delivered, it was worth
the st.r\Iggle 10 stay the cour$C with the processes we tu.d put in place. When outside

pressure mounts and demands immediate action, administrators may feel inclined 10 revert

to giving orden in a top-<lown approach, to keep pace with pressure placed upon them.
As an administrator in this study, f felt these pressures from The Oepanment of Justice

when the site's contract c~ed. For the short term, I was tempted to circumvent
processes we had coUaborativcly agreed upon that were proving to be time consuming.
When this happened during the study, I was reminded by the participants that I had a
primary rCJponsibiliry to keep the outside pressures from intruding on our efforts. It was
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going to take time to do it right.
The data indiwcd that Item 19: Task Orientation distncled from thar working

through. issues. I funher examined the data to see if J could find other examples ofa task
orientacion beina demonstrated by any of the: other patticiPMts. No such e:wnples existed

but yet the participllltS indicated during this study that lhey find this tuk ori~tation a
distraction. I now set: that trust in the proctsst$ we had put in pia« wu better in the long

term.. There was plenty ofev;dence in the data tlw a more consistent approach was now

being used by the mixed-gender teams as recorded in the clinical meetings and the
stimu.lated recall sessions. This was attributed to Item S: Process Orientation.

It appears there was a complex inter.relationship between the tearning organization
culture at the site and the therapeutic atmosphere subsequently created in the group
setting. The data inckated lhatltcm 12: Dialogue was the prinwy contributing factor

influencing the learning culture for the Staff at the organizational level lnd the therapeutic
aunosphere in the groups. The participants provided statemenlJ indicating the site and its
group programs arc now both characterized by open, face-la-face communication,
incorporating alignment, listening and reflection while exploring each other', beliefs and
perspectives. For eunple, participant J said:"There is something about working this

way that just seems to make sense. How our organization views leadership is parallel with
how leadership is used in the group programs."
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Cola.nllio.
The findings further indiQtc that the panicipanlS believe that Item 7: Collaborative
Decision Making has Rowed over to the group programs and is influencing collaboration
between the co-kadets and their clients in the groups. The panicipanu feel this is tnJIy

enhancing the therapeutK: aIliance between themselves aDd the clients mthe group. At the
end ofsixtem weeks m the group counseling: programs, ltalfreeeived verbal feedback

from t~r tlienu, indicating that the dients felt empowered by the new group processes

and this was assisting them in Ihek efforts to tftangc their criminal behavior.
The free flow of information through dialogue helped new counseling strategies

and clinical decisions affeding the organization be made. When I assumed the
responsibilities of directing this program and especialty during this time of change, I

believed that I would have to do more than mandate. ch&nIe in group co-leadership
practice to meet the sites' contracnaJ obligatiOM. I saw merit in including staff,' input
into how we CMnged our group co-leadership practice

u. means to develop all of our

capacity and will to professionally develop. Also. if I just rrwxIated they change tMir
practice to meet the new standards, I would not be motivating and supporting the staff'to
take risks in lJ'ying out new approaches to Ieadina these groups. This coupled with the
decreased control over how to administer these groups could have been detrimetltal to
both the staff' and the clients. The findings indicate that by practicing the discipline of
leam learning we navigated through these changes in I collaborative way. Panicipant 6
uwte the following statement in a joumaI entry:
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1 have noticed thlt there appe¥$ to be DO issues wjth non<OmplillX:e and
inconsistency. The staffl1l sean to be on the same page and the time we spent on
the shared decision making really seems to be paying offnow. Compared to other
programs we have run in the past, there is. b.agc difference in the amount of time
I spend ensuring compliance ud consistency and the staff appear more content.
The previous experience with practicing the disciplines helped in the early stages of
this study because there wu a Nslory ofembracing change. I further believe that this

study indicates that the discipline of team learning helped the participanu and the
organization develop the capacity and will to embrace change. The data also indicates that

the staffbelieved they would be involved in aU decisions regarding any changes to the
clinical interventions. This knowledge decreued the likelihood that they would take an

initial or subsequent defensive SWlCC.
su.......y

It took many hours of daily dialogue and discussion to begin to find answers 10
how we could change our counseling practice. It meant aU the panicipants had to look at

their own issues first with new su.ndards, and then utilize the disciplines of the learning
organization to explore how the contractual changes would look iD practice. There was
no quick fix. It also took patience. openness, understanding and ItJJtuaI respect to begin

our change efforts, which continues al the site. We are Slill examining the organizational
and systemic structures resporuible for the complexity of the problems we are now facing
at the site.
A problem which will need to be examined in the future is how different the new
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motivational approach is from the approach used by others worldng with the same clienu
in the justice system. The approach used by police, crown prosecutors. prison guards and
probation officers is mostly confrontationaJ and adversariaJ. When clients arrive at the site
for assessment and group program intervention, the motivational approach used is
inconsistent with lbcir experiences in the justice system. We foresee lbat we will need to
fitsl: engage the probation officers to address this issue.

The collective learning culture at lhe site stimulated and supported continuous
improvement. The participants worked together collaboratively because all were involved
in co-Ieading the group programs at the site. Participant 2 described this il5 "management
working on the shop floor and not niling from the ivory tower." We dtalenge each othen

beliefs. skills. and other work: habits, regardless of position or title.,
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we can enhance our

own learning. Through dialogue we explored each others perceptions of sex offenders
and male balteren. Perceptions and assumptions about these two offender populations
needed to be explored because there was the possibility that our individual perceptions of
these clients would be a lwTier to OW" therapeutically aligning ourlt:lves with them. It WIS

participant 3 who 6rst demonstrated the willingness to discuss the possibility that she may
not like the clients in these groups. This initiated dialogue that enabled all participants to
explore each others perceptions and assumptions. This was an important process in the
development of our understanding the need for a therapeutic aUiance with these clients.
During week twelve of this study, data appeared tnat indicated fundamental
changes needed to be made to the program's policies and procedures. For example,
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policies and procedures It the site that addressed the alXOunlabiliry function ofthe
counseling program., required by the Department of Justice. had to be addressed. Prior to

this study. when a cliftIt was dJsenl from group. the site staff'had to CODlKt the probation
officer for that client, advising them ofthc clients' absence. Before a client could then
return to the group, he had to supply. medical note stating that he was sick and unable to
panicipate. Coment also had to be given by the client so staffcould verify the nature of

the client', illness from his doctor. This procedure was considered incompatible with the
development ora therapeutic alliance in the group programs.
In- depth diswssions and dialogue ensued to discover new ways of dealing with
this issue. We concluded that a more appropriate method would be to inform Ihe clients

that they were allowed to miss two group sessions without having to provide a medical
nole. Any sessions missed in excess ortwo, would result in their having to rtpeat the

program at a taler dIle. It became clear that in the put we were dealing with clients based
solely on the procedures of those who any out the security and enforcement roles in the
justice system. Using this new motivational approach, utilizing a therapeutic alliance
caused us to identity many policies, procedures and statements in our own program fOC'lMt
and curriculum that needed to be changed. We had to let go of the enforcement functions
and let them be carried out by those who had the security and enforcement mandate. Our

new role in the justice system became clearer when we were focusing on our relabilitative
mandate with the clients.
The findings discu.s.sed in this chapter wiU continue to provide new directions for

9]

organizational change and increased effectiveness We intend to continue 10 explore new
ways ofworting together for the benefit oCthe programs at the site.
To summarize this study. chapter five will provide an overview and reOect upon
lessons learned during this study.
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CIIA..P1"ER FIVE
OVERVIEW

In this final <:hapter. I will present an overview orlhis study by providing the
reader with a briefsummary ohhe information provided in the previous four chapters.
This chapter wiD also include two additional sections entitled "ReOections" and "General
Conclusions",

'.rpeH

of tH 51.cly

This study bid u its purpose, an examination afme influences ohhe learning

organization model on mixed gender co-leadership of group programs for nWc vloIent
offenders. Specifically, this study focused on the discipline ohearn luning IS staff
trained to co-lead J. male baucren program and a sell: offender group program at the site.

Refflrch Quntions
This study ventured to find answers to the reDowing research questions:
I. How does learning occur in mixed gender co-leadership teams used in group programs
al the site?
2. What assists and distraa.s from the mixed gender teams working through issues to

prepare for leading a group of male batteren and sex offenden?

Me.lled ADd BailD

A collaborative action research design was used in this study to investigate the
influences of team learning on staff professional development in mixed-gender coleadership teams at the site. Calhoun (1992) identified five phases oftlUs design that were

.,
used to guide the study. They were: the problem idcrw.ifgtion phase, the planning Phase.
the data organizing phase. and the d.ata analysis and itlterpretation plwe. The fifth phase.,
modifying the goals. objectiva and activities was not pan of this study as the sixteen week
time frame allowed for this study had expired. The phases oflhis study were carried out in
a truly collaborative effort by all ohlle participants from the beginning to the end.
The site for this research wu purposefully cho~. It

Wll5 II

conununity-based

treatment program for offenders sponsored by the John Howard Society ofNewfoundland
and the executive director 8i1~ his written support aDd approval a1lowirlg the researdl to
take place. Panicipation in tbe study was completely voluntary and measures were taken
to ensure the integrity orthc ..oluntal)' nature ortheir pattici~tion.

The initial population for this study included all orthe site slaffinduding myself.
As there were only six staff and all voluntarily COfl5enled to participate, no sampling

procedures were required to select the panicipants. It is worthy to notc that participant 5
withdrew consent to panicipatc in thiJ study as she was hired in a new job outside the
province and resigned from her position.
The qualiutive data was tollected from the participants using the following
methods. Audio tapes of the participants' dialogue and discussions from twelve, one hour
clinical meetings were recorded and latC( transcribed. Audio recordings were also made
during twelve stimulated recall sessions and were later transcribed for analysis. In
addition, journals were kept by each of the participants in this study. Five participants
submitted. Iota! of twelve joumaJs and one participant submitted three journals u she
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withdrew from [he study.

Two strategies were used to code data collected in this study. Fim,lhe themes

present in the literature review were coded and secondly the themes from the participants'
data were coded. The eleven codes derived from the literature review Wcf'c then applied
to [he left margin aCthe transcripts and thejoumals indicating a statement rdevant to that
code. The four additional codes that were found in the data were then entered in the right
margin also indicating a relevant statement. Then I reviewed the coded data to categorize

it as being relevant to one or both of the research questions. Data relevanl to the first,
second or both research questions were then highlighted in the data set. The qualitative

dala was then analyzed inductively and presented in table fannat.
General Coachasions

Practicing the discipline ofleam learning has provided both the participants and the
organization with many benefits. Some of these include superior counseling performance,
increased job satisfaction, energized and committed staff, and a program that demonstrates
its ability to embrace and manage change. The panicipants reponed that they fee! valued
and their input in decision making at the site results in decisions that are far better than if 1,

as Director, made them by myself. The participants also indicated that they feel more
creative, more valued and arc now taking more risks with new counseling strategies than
Ihey ever have before.
The participants attribute their learning to use mixed.gender co.leadership 10 the
characteristics ofthe organization that helped develop a balanced envirOlUOent with an
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even distribution of pow~. They indicated that to embark on this profcuio.w

devdopment initiative without considering the organizational framewocte would be to set
the initiative up for failure. We coocluded that if we did not address the power is5ucs in
the organizational framework first ~ would end up with only • superficia,l model of
mixed-gmder ccHeadenhip bcina impfemc:uted. The particip~t5 also indicated that my

willingness, as Director, to let go aCme power that came with my direttors' position. for
the good of the programs and the clients. was I. c:nJciai first step in balancing power and
becoming il co-leader. In doing so, this increased their feelings of safety and tNst. The
supervisor (participant ]) also letting go of her inspection approach to supervision was
imponant. She then engaged all of the other participants in a Conn of collaborative
supervision. This was also identified by the participants as critical to increasing feelings of
safety and tnIst throughout this study.

Working with maJe banCl'ers and sex offenders iJ com~ dytWnic. and
personally and professionally challenging. It is as much about oundves as it is about the
clients. It beckons an exploration of our own

ICfl5C

of gender identity and the power

imbalances that exist aU around us. This indicated to us the imponancc of and relevance
of self-ilwarencu and crilica1lN1ysis ofour own belie&; about rigid male and female
norms in this organization.
In the past, our profcssional development initiativcs were solely based on the
research literature. In this study, the participants engaged each other in a new way of
learning and working together by disc:losing personal beliefs and auitudes that influenced
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how we worked. There were limes when lhe participants struggled with articulaling these
beliefs and mental models. and many times they wert abstract in nature. For example.
issues aCmtlc privilege or power ascribed by gender were difficult to articulate for both
the male and female panicipants. The participants continued with this struggle because

they believed their emotional costs and energies were better spent when exploring

new

ways to professionally grow rather than to stay in 'their comfort zone'. It wu during this

process that the phrase "being comfortable with feeling uncomfortable" started at the site.
The suuggle continued and we tried nol to get fixated on the mae:ro nalureofthe problem
in our community. Instead we accepted our own responsibility for making changes at the
individual and team levels so we would not perpetuate global stereotypes while co-leading

the programs. This was important for us to address because perpetuating these
stereotypes are theorized to contribute to male violence towards women and children.
I auribute my willingness 10 engage the participants in all of the clinical decisions
to my understanding of recent leadership theories that address the equal distribution of
decision making power (e.g, Leithwood, 1992). This was critical ttl how I engaged all of
the participants in true coUaborative decision making. Since I have been reading and
developing an understanding of these theories, I see no valid reasons 10 keep the power
centralized and control all of me decisions thai need to be made at the site. The true
realization of what we were able to accomplish became evident during this study because
the quality of the decisions made during these sixteen weeks far exceed the quality of any
decisions I could have made on my own. This study is an example of a professional
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development initiative where the findings in this case indicate that the participants, the
clients, and the organization have benefitted. This study has helped us realize that
leadership is a process, not a person.
Reflections

The collaborative action research design appeared to promote a positive,
continuous change in how we worked logether in these programs for violent male
offenders. We also found this design to be a natural fit willt the new organizational
framework and the collaborative decision making model used at the site. Working
logelher in a collaborative way to make decisions on all afthe issues concerning the group
programs became a normal, daily work activity.
When the panicipants consenCed to participate in this study, they identified it as

another opportunity to learn guided by research. Together, we then used this design as a
professional development opportunity. For sixteen weeks, we examined the process of
co-leadership teams practicing the discipline oftearn learning. using the research literalure
on effective co-leadership presented in chapter three, to infonn our co-leadership activities
in the group programs
This action research was truly collaborative in that it focused on [he development
of our mutual understanding of the approach we would take in the group programs. The
decisions that were made Ihroughout this study and the action taken were also done as a
collaborative effort. To accomplish this, I attribute our efforts to a commitment from the
co-leaders to assume equal responsibility to identify, inquire, and resolve problems and
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concerns arising in the group programs. The participants believed that each of us would
contribute to the solutions of the problems we identified while running these two
programs at the site. We worked together as professionaJ peers, not employer and
employees. The panicipantl indicated thaI this helped to avoid possible conflicting

perceptions and assumptions resulting from different positions held at the sitc.
In this case study, we focused on our co-leadership practices, which were in
response to contextual problems arising in the group programs. We found the best
solutions to these problems when we experimented with the different counseling strategies
presented in chapter two. We found the methods of this design also helpful with self
awareness and critical reflection as we wenl through the cycles of planning, acting,
observing, and reflecting. These cycles helped us focus on changing and improving our coleadership practice based on the previously identified concerns ofthe paniciplJlts about
working with these two offender populations.
We also found this design provided opportunities for us to work on a common
problem we were faced with It the site, which was how best to co-ad these group
programs. In doing so, the participlJlts indicated that working together on this common
problem, clarifying and negotiating ideas and concerns through dialogue, increased their
awareness of the need to work on their own attitudes and resulting bdtaviors. We will
continue to use action research for staff professional development at the site because the
findings indicate that it provides us with the support and momentum required to seriously
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and systematicaUy explore our prKtK:e and profeuion&1 problems. We further discovered
we wa-e developing inl;reased flajbility in thinIciDg about our professional issues and

CORCerns in our work with these two offender populations.
Another consequence ofusing tlUs design wu that the participants were

demonstrating they wert more open and receptive to new ideas. and appeared to be
solving problems more creatively. The findings in Table 3 and Table 4 indicate that there
was an increased sense of professionalism amongst the participants. accompanied by
reetings of sdf wonh and confidence. The findinss prtSoMted in Table: 4 on What
Distl'lcts are initially being used to address two inues; Item 16: The flow 0(100 much
infortnltion, and Item IS: Too many meetings.

participants had an

i~

Theda'. also indicated Ihlt the

awareness oflheM' own beliefs, assumptions and biases

towards specific types of offenders, like the male bal:terers and sex offenders we focused
on in this study. This I believe was crucial to the participants professional development in
working with these client groups.
From the time this study began. the quality of the dati reflected a real sense of

commitment from aU ofthe' participants

won..

10

work towards I mutual understanding ofour

We worked together to devdop and understand. common therapeu~ language

that wu devaoped in our leaming culture that (adiLated c:lear communication. The

paniciJnllts were also equally open to improving their practices and in their willingness to
devote the time and energy needed to professionaUy deveJop.
However, the sixteen week: time frame for this study did not completely capture

\02

what wu happening in temL5 ohbe participants professional development This study

began on Mardt Sth and ended sixteen weeks later on June 19th because these were the
start and end ales of the group counseling programs for the sex offender and male

batterer programs. At the time ohhis writing. six weeks after the study had ended, the
professional development orche puticipantJ contin.les. We are now revising the next
issue we are going to focus on as we move through the five phases ofthc research design.

,.pIk.t.... rer

F.rthr Rnardl

Sued on the findings from this cue study, I see 5C'VCr&1 opponunities for further

research. I will present them in question Conn:
I. Does working in a learning OIg,1nlzation have any impact on staff members use of sick

leave?
2. WhIt impact does the learning organization modd have on staft'tum-over and burnout?

J. Is there a decrease in re-offending rates for clients who receive counseling programs
from stalfwbo work in a ~g organlzation?

4. Docs the learning organization mode! foster life-long leaming?
S. What role should sl~ evaluation play in a learning organization?
6. What arc the specific skills that staff shoukt master before engaging in dialogue?

7. Should collaborative actton resear<:h be mandatory in pntCticing the diJciplines of a
[earning organization?
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JOB DESCRIPTION

POSITION: Dirmor
QualifiC21tiom::
University degree in social worle or the social sciences, preferably Oil the Masrer's level.
Related experience with group and individual counselling.
Exrcnsive program
development and administrative experience, and a demonstrated undemanding of the
offender PQpulalion. An emphasis on anger management. subsunce abuse and cognitive
behaviour approaches using a psycho-education fonnat.
Must be able to work
independently and in a collettive structure and report to the Executive Director. and
Executive of the learning Resources Advisory Committee of the John Howard Socie!y.
Able to develop and maintain rapport with outside community agern:ies. Worlcing
knowledge of the criminal justice system. Must have good Mitten and oral communication
skills.

Goal:

To provide comprebensive rehabilitative program.m.iog to reduce
criminal behaviour.

Objectives:

To provide leadership to staff members [0 ensure development.
implementation and appropriate maintenance of a professional
rehabilitative program.
To ensure clients are treated with intrinsic wonh. digniry. equity
aodfaimess.

Swnmary:
Under the supervision of the Executive Director of the John Howard Sociery,lhe Program
Director is responsible for planning, organizing. directing. supervising and administering a
rehabilitative program for clients (offenders) who are participating in the Electronic
Monitoring Program. Accelerated Temporary Absence Program, Probation or Parole.
Duties involve researching and identifying psycho-social trends. developing and
implementing programs UId policies. and coordinating services for clients of the JHS
Learning Resources Program. The Program Director will engage in federaliprovincial and
communitY relations to ensure that the clients interests are served within the mandate of !he
John Howard Society. Duties include the supervision of subordinate professional
counsellors through 3 system of fonnalized and ex.isting policies and proceoures.
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Considerable initiative and independent judgement is exercised by the Prognm Director
under the general supervision of the Executive DireclOr of the John Howud Society.

Worle is reviewed through analysis ofworlc resulu by means of direct aceounubiliry to the
Executive Director and external cvahations.

RESPONsmrUTIES
Additional responsibilities consistent with organizational goals may be added.

Act upon clients' grievances; advocate and act upon their belWf wben deemed

n=ssuy.
Ensure cnlu.a.rion of apparent client needs during admission inulcc.
Ensure clients continue to perform with the expe1:tations of the referring agency
and the Learning Resources Program. by conducting disciplinary interviews, and
imposing inlemal disciplinary measures when deemed necessary.
Treat LRP dients with dignity. intrinsic WOM. equity and fairness.

Assure and monitor appropriate placement of client's program participation.
Ensure high standard of professional conduct and program content appropriate to
clients criminogenic needs and goals (modify as deemed neceswy).
Participate in internal and external assessments.
To liaise with ~r communiry agencies to enhance programs for dient.s at the
LRP.
Provide direction to
staff and program, based on current: rese:arch for the
delivery of service to clients.

me

Assist in screening and hiring of new staff.
Supervise and provide periodic evaluation of staff.
Organizeadequ3te shift coverage.
CondUCt weekly staff meetings.
Provide opporrunities for guidance of individual staff members.
Provide andlor conduct opportUnities for staff training and development.

Ensure acamtt rtCOfding or progress of clients.
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Ensure compliance to L.P.P policy and procedures as outlined in LRP Policy and

Procedures M1n!.W.

Work: with Senior Procnm Facilitator to ensure personnel policies mdproc:edures
are followed.

Monitor aDd rtVitw fiDancial revenues am expeaditure:s OD a monthly md fisQI
basis. aDd autborizin& routiDe expendinucs.
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JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY
LEARNING RESOURCES PROGRAM
POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK
The organizational framework of the Learning Resources Program (LRP) is a highly
interactive, horizontal framework that allows each staff member of the LRP to talk to
everyone else. Infonnation is to flow freely and decisions are made through consensus
building. The staff are empowered to collaborate and make self-regulation a shared
responsibility.

The Director and staff are partners in creating a vision for the LRP and articulating the
direi:tion oforganizational change. The specifics of this are detailed by job description.

All staff are encouraged to share infonnation across any and all organizalional boundaries
to best respond [0 developing circwnstances. All staff share in the responsibility to inspire
confidence and support with each other to achieve organizational goals.

'"
JOHN HowARD SOCIETY BOA.'<D

I

DBECTOR. JOHN ROWAR!l SOCEl'Y

I

I

DBECTOR. LEAR.."tlNG !(ESO,iRCES
?ROGRA...~
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THE LEARNING RESOURCES PROGRAM
POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

PROCEDURE FOR CHANGE

To change, make additions to, or modify in any way the content(s) ofthe Learning Resources
Program Policy and Proc:dures Manual (Revised September (998), the following procedures
must be followed:
(t)

An identified ne:d [0 change, add 10 or modifY a policy or procedure must be raised
by a staff member In an lRP weekly staff meeting (held on Thursdays).

(ii)

The Director must then establish a working committee to e\'a!uate and make
recommendations regarding the new direction of the procedural or policy change.

(iii)

{fan addition. change or modification IS recommended, a draft of me new polley and
procedute must be circulated to all staff.

(iv)

Staff must be allowed the opportUnity to provide feedback to the working committee
on ideas, themes or concepts they believe are central to the new policy and protedure.

(v)

Consensus on the proposed poliCY and procedural change must be reached by all LRP
staff prior to its being adopted or incorporated in the LRP Polic~' and Procedures
Manuo..! (Re\ised September 1998).

CONSENSUS:

Ddined as all staff believe and agree that their central Idea and
themes all have been included in the Policy and/or Procedures. (All
slaffmust be in agreement with the lext of the final draft.)
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Appendix D

Letter or CODsent
My name is Tom Mahocey,! am agraduale student of Memorial University of
Newfoundland and! am actively engaged in completing my masters degr«: in Educatioa
1.eadership. I am conducting research into the influences of new models (Le., team
learning in a learning organization) on mi:ted-gender co-leadership i.o. groups. To
examine the influences of this model, I formally request your participation in the study.
The thesis will be supervised by Dr. Jean Brown. Faculty of Education, MeDloriai
University of Newfoundland. Dr. William Kennedy, Memorial University of
Newfoundland, win also bea member of my committee.

The research will be carried out using collaborative action research desig:!l, and will
require your panicipation for a period of 16 weeks. This research desi~ involves all
participants working ....ith me in a five-step process where we first collectively identify a
problem with mixed gender co-leadership at the Learning Resources Program. Sctondly,
we will build consensus for a proposed solution that we believe will addrm the problem.
In the third phase we \,ill operacionalize our proposed solution. The fourth phase
requires individual and collective reflection on the solution. The fifth phase is to identify
a new problem thaI we have identified and the cyclical process will continue again with
step two. Datil. will be collected throughout this process using audio tape recordings,
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joumalling and notes taken through participant observation. There is no possibility of
physical harm or risk to you resulting from your participation. The qualitative data will

be e;<;:unined by all participants to provide thick description of the influences the leaming
orprUzation model has on mixed gender co-leadership in groups.

The study will be cmiedout in your place of employment at 426 Water Strttl, Sl]ohn's,
Newfoundland and will not require additional time outside of your regular working bours.
Group programs at this site using mixed·gender co·leadership teams will be the focus of
the study. The Executive Director of The John Howard Society, Terry Carlson has given
his approval, allowing the research to take place at The Learning Resources Program
(LRP). Your participation in this study however, is completely voluntary and you havt:
the right to withdraw at any time. All of the audio tapes, transcripts, notes and journals
will be destroyed when the thesis has been completed. Your anonymity will be

guaranteed.

As a participant indUs research you have the right to inquire about the ~h at any
time by contacting a resource person from Memorial Universiry of Newfoundland who is
outside my resC3lcll group. You can contact Dr. Bruce Sheppard, Associate Dean,
GradUJ.te Programs and Research at (109) 737·3402.
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& this thesis proposal meets the ethical guidelines of lhc Department of Education.

Memorial Univenity ofNewfow:ul1and. I have rtteived. ~pproval from the Ethics Review
Committee fa proceed by first asking you for your voluntuy participatiol1.

!fyau agree to voluntarily participate in this study, please complete theconseat form by
writing your name in the blank spa.c:e provided- Forward the consent fonn to: Office of
The Dean. Graduate Programs and Research. Faculty of Education in the addressed.

stamped envelope provided. If you wish to decline participation, simply do not complete
the consent form and do oot forward it to the university. I will only be advised by the

Office oCThe Dean iftbere is 1000;'

VOIWltary

participation and I will not be informed of

the identity or number of participants who dedined participation.
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Appendix E

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ herebyvoluntarilyconsentto
participate in the coUahorative action research proj«:t with Tom Mahoncyas part ofhis
Masters Thesis on the influences of new models (i.e., team learning in a leaming
organization) on mixed gender co-leadership in group programs.
participation is

VQIUD~

r understand that my

and I may withdra..... from participation at any time. I

understand that Tom Mmoney will provide me a copy of any quole fot its verification of
accuracy and use. I abo understand lhat all information is confidential and that at no time
will individuals be identified. Audio tapes, transcripts, notes and joumaIs will be
destroyed upon completion oflhe thesis.

Signature'

_

Oale

_
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Appendix F
Participant Obscn,-er Checklist

Your role as participant observer requires you to inform the clients in the group program

that you are here as iI staff member and will participate m.inimally in Wt role. Inform
them your primary role is to observe the co·leadership team for staff devdopmenl and
subsequent training reasons. You will be taking wrinen notes only on yourobscrvations
afthe co-leadership tcam and not anything about the clients, so stay focusscdODlhe five

roles the co-leaders assume in the group. They ate:

I.

To keep the group members in the program focussed on the issues ohiolence,
abuse. power, control and behavioural change.

2.

To keep the criots engaged in critical thinking.

3.

To provide a group culture that is challenging and respectful but nottolluding

4.

To educate the clients on the effects of male violcnceand teach skills necessouy

with the clients beliefsystem on issues of male violence.

for the clients to change their behaviour.

S.

To facilitate a healthy, egalitarian group process.

Primarv Task Summarv: Identify situations and circumstances undtt which ~1)U have
observed onc or two members orthe team deviate from these roles. Note the
observations.

First vou must:
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Identify date and time of participant observations.
Identify how many clients and co-leaders are present in the group.

Then make observations based on the followina:
When opportunities arise, do the staff challenge a clients perception ofthc world and the
role of women and cltildren in it? Briefly describe what is happening.

Observe instances ofclients in the group describing their violence as aconseql:e9Ce of
being victimized. How do the team address it'? Who does what?

Are the staff demonstrating appropriate egalitarian male-female relatiollS? What do you
observe'?

Do the staff challenge the clients' cognitive distortions that support his noIeDl crime?

Are the staff playiDg roles based on ascribed gender status. Note the behaviours. (E.g.,
The male provides for structure and adherence to group rules while the female processes
clients feelings). What roles are being played by the team in affinnation or support and
collusion or reinforcement.
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Are scltist and/or racist tematks challenged. If so who is doing the chillenging?

An. the team .. l:Utting~ff' each othtt while speaking?

Is either co-leader purposefully avoiding difficult clients or topics?

Are the team. engaging with the clients in true dialogue or are their instax:es oface or

both team members pitting lhemselves against the clients?

Axe the

tC;tm

using Ihe:nselves as rotc models. teaching lhe clients whallbey know and

how they came to blow il?

What effect does maleness and femaleness have on the highly structured educational

approach? Describe what you ~ and note the obset'Vations.

Are the tcam aggressive in their confrontations? Note instances and who is 19ireS5ive

and/or passive.

Are their instances of rescuing playing out? Who is rescuing who?

AIe the staff getting "hooked"by the e1ients' denial. \Vhat is happening?

What strategies are you observing the team use to avoid. the power imba1allc:e that occurs
due to the cHents pcrecptionoCwbo is "in-charge."

"9
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Appendix G

Journal EDtry Instructioas
One each day you are a participant in this research project, J want you to keep adaily
ronning journal OfyOUI thoughts, feelings and behaviours in situations related your team
learning effective methods of using mixed gender co-leadership.

Format
Describe the learning situation including location, time of day, what has or is
happening, who is involved.
Identify your thoughts, beliefs, asswnptions or values in this situation.
Identify your f~lings associated with what has or is happening.

What are the resulting behavioun.
What have you lC:1mcd.

The journals wiH be submitted to me on Friday of cvc[)' week. The journal entries will be
made daily into the 4" X5" notcbooksprovided at the commencement of this lCSl:arth
project. Each participant will submit 16 journals, one for each week you participate in
this study.

